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Clarion Suite, Anchorage, AK
Summary approved by WACH Working Group at December 2014 Meeting

The Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH) Working Group (WG) met in Anchorage on
December 4-5, 2013 (agenda, Attachment 1). The WG’s Technical Committee met in Anchorage
on December 3, 2013 (Attachment 2). The following is a summary of meeting presentations and
discussion. Motions passed at the meeting are shaded in gray below and listed in Attachment 3.
Assignments are highlighted in yellow below and listed in Attachment 4.

Wednesday, December 4, 2013
I.

Call to Order – 8:45 a.m.

a. Invocation: Moment of silence.
b. WACH WG Roll Call / Establish Quorum
Working Group Seat
Voting Chair
Alternate
1. Anchorage Advisory Committee ........ Grant Klotz.................................George Jacoby
2. Buckland, Deering, Selawik ............... Ron Moto Sr ...............................Percy Ballott
3. Anaktuvuk Pass, Nuiqsut.................... Isaac Kaigelak ............................Esther Hugo
4. Elim, Golovin, White Mountain ......... Charles Saccheus (Day 2 only) ......Morris Nakaruk
5. Fairbanks Hunters ............................... Allen Barrette .............................Rod Arno
6. Hunting Guides ................................... Phil Driver ..................................Bob Hannon
7. Kivalina, Noatak ................................. Raymond Hawley .......................Mike Adams
8. Kotzebue ............................................. Cyrus Harris ...............................Willie Goodwin
9. Koyukuk River.................................... Pollock Simon Sr........................Jack Reakoff
(Huslia, Hughes, Allakaket, Bettles, Wiseman)
10. Lower Kobuk River .......................... Vern Cleveland Sr (Vice Chair) .Robert Sampson, Jr.
(Noorvik, Kiana)
11. Middle Yukon River ......................... Benedict Jones............................Micky Stickman
(Galena, Koyukuk, Nulato, Kaltag)
12. Point Hope and Point Lay................. Ted Frankson Jr. (Day 2 only) .......Steve Oomituk
13. Nome................................................. Roy Ashenfelter (Chair) .............Ralph Anungazuk
14. Conservationists................................ Wendy Loya ...............................Darcie Warden
15. Northern Seward Peninsula .............. Elmer Seetot Jr. ..........................Christine Komanaseak
(Teller, Brevig Mission, Wales, Shishmaref)
16. Reindeer Herders Association .......... Tom Gray ...................................Alfred Karmun
17. Southern Seward Peninsula .............. Morris Nassuk ............................Leo Charles, Sr.
(Koyuk, Shaktoolik, Unalakleet, Stebbins, St. Michael, Kotlik)
18. Transporters ...................................... Jared Cummings.........................Judy Jespersen
19. Upper Kobuk River........................... Sally Custer ................................William Bernhardt
(Ambler, Shungnak, Kobuk)
20. Atqasuk, Barrow, Wainwright .......... Enoch Oktollik ...........................Oliver Peetook
Italic print are members or officers voted in at the 2013 meeting (see below); Blue text = vacancies; strikeout text = not present
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Initial roll call showed 13 members present; quorum of >50% was met. Two members arrived on
Day 2, for a final attendance of 15. A severe ice storm in northwest Alaska delayed travel for
some members and made it impossible for others.
Noted that this is Roy Ashenfelter’s last meeting as the Chair and member of the WG. New Chair
will be elected during the business meeting on December 5.
c. Introduction of others present at meeting (See Attachment 5 for meeting participants.)
d. Membership (Nominations and Vacancies): Nominations for vacant seats and alternates were
presented to the WG. Motion to accept nominations and appoint the following people to the
WG, made by Tom Gray, second by Allen Barrette. Motion carried unanimously: Chair 1
Grant Klotz, Chair 5 Allen Barrette, Chair 1 alternate George Jacoby, Chair 2 alternate Percy
Ballott, Chair 11 alternate Micky Stickman. (Note correction in WG list, that Chair 16
alternate is Alfred (not Herb) Karmun.
Approval of Agenda: Motion to approve agenda as presented, by Tom Gray, seconded by Wendy
Loya. Addition of presentation of Reindeer Herders Association resolution to agenda. Motion
carried unanimously.

II.

Guest Elder – Mrs. Josephine Woods, Shungnak

Ms. Josephine Woods from Shungnak spoke to the Working Group as a guest elder. Her
daughters Helen Mitchell and Hilda Haas accompanied her. Ms. Haas assisted with translation.
Mrs. Woods – Mrs. Woods’ husband Wesley Woods was a great hunter. This is the first time
she’s gone to meeting like this, appreciates it, thank you.
Many years ago there weren’t any caribou near Shungnak, and now there are. Many, many years
ago because of lack of caribou, they had to go far, far away – travel to Noatak – to hunt for
caribou. Many years ago, more than 60 years, when caribou start coming in, they didn’t go out to
Noatak as often. She remembers when she first met her husband, she went with him to hunt,
because the caribou were far away. They also were able to go out trapping for wolf. Her eldest
daughter is 62 years old. On the first trip, Josephine went with her husband. The second time, is
when her eldest daughter was very young. Nowadays they have more caribou going through
Shungnak area. When there isn’t, they have other subsistence food (ways), hunting for bear, fish,
moose. Mrs. Woods said that now she is old and not able to provide for her family as often and
also has medical issues and can’t always help out, but she’s grateful for being here now at 84
years old. Mrs. Woods has 10 children, Helen who is traveling with her, is one of her younger
daughters. She has so many grandchildren, she can’t count them anymore, but they help her.
Q: Cyrus Harris -- When hunters traveled from Shungnak to Noatak to hunt caribou in the past,
would that be by dog team and how long would it take? A: It would take three nights maybe by
dog team, depending on how well your dogs are running.
Q: Roy Ashenfelter – Did you make any clothing from caribou, what part of caribou do you like
to eat the best? A: We eat everything from caribou and make clothing and leggings at this time of
the year. Use it for anything. Mukluks, parkas, sleeping bags, they are so warm; better than any
store bought. Hilda remembers using them (caribou hides) for mattress when she was young.
Women in village made caribou hide sleeping bags for search and rescue team; grateful they
don’t have to use it yet.
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Q: Wendy Loya – How old were your kids when they became involved in hunting? A: Hilda
remembers how she used to help sew when she was younger. Now she has eyesight problems and
can no longer sew.
Q: Morris Nassuk – Do you see difference in climate from then and now? A: Nowadays weather
is not how it used to be, very different now.
Comment: Vern Cleveland – He got a lot of scolding from Josephine when he was a little boy.
They used to be next-door neighbors.
Q: Shelly Jacobson – A question about sewing, are there any tips/tricks to keep caribou hair
attached to the skin? A: She has no tricks, because caribou were so plentiful, they would just get
more caribou, make a new item and burn the old item.
Mrs. Woods – Going to talk about when her husband traveled with a reindeer herd from an area
below Ambler to the Makenzie River, Canada. When they first started they were on skis, then
foot. Wesley was a good friend with a Laplander from Canada. Twice they ran into very bad
weather and Laplander showed him how to make a snow shelter, that’s how he learned how to
survive in the wilderness. Because Wesley traveled with him so long (many years), they became
very good friends and learned each other’s languages. She sang a song that she learned from her
husband from the Laplander. (Apologized that she forget some of the words.)
Ms. Haas – Remembers her dad speaking Laplander language. He also traveled with Nellie and
Thomas Wood, his parents. When her father (Wesley) entered the Army, he said his name was
Woods, and when he came out of the Army, now his family is legally known as Woods. Her
dad’s family are the only Woods.
Mrs. Woods – Once they reach Canada, Wesley went up to Makenzie River, and airplane took
him to Bettles and then Shungnak. Along the way, he lost his parents. There was no
transportation to return his father to Shungnak, so Wesley’s father (Hilda’s grandfather) was
buried in Kotzebue, no burial with family.
Ms. Haas – The mission of the trip was to bring reindeer to Canada. Took two years to reach. As
Hilda was growing up, her dad shared all of this with them; she must have heard the story 100
times and each time it was like a movie to them. There is a book out there about this herding trip,
but she can’t remember the name of the book. Hilda remembers seeing a copy when she was in
5th grade.
There is more story to tell. In her dad’s obituary (Wesley Woods), they have it posted where he
built their camp; that is the subsistence way of life that he taught his kids.
Comment: Vern Cleveland said Mrs. Woods husband Wesley served in WWII and none of them
were recognized as serving, even to this date.
Q: Kyle Joly – Any change in the land? More trees? More spruce trees? More shrubs? A: The
land and the area have changed a lot and some summers it is very hot. Sometimes it is 100
degrees and 70 below in winter. Sometimes water goes way down and people have to park boats
in different spots because of low water.
Q: Jim Dau – What’s the secret for living a good long life? A: Helen replied for her Mom “Lots
of kids” (laughter). Mrs. Woods said “I never drink that liquor before, not even a spoonful”;
that’s why she believes she lived this long. No smoking. Not good for the body.
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Comment: Chris Crews – Did some reading and there still is a Mackenzie delta reindeer herd in
Canada. The herd has small numbers. He will find the article and give a copy to Mrs. Woods.

III.

Caribou Roundtable (p. 13 in WG Binder)

The WG divided into four small regional groups for Caribou Roundtable discussions and then
came back in a large group to share what they had discussed. The notes from each small group
are included in Attachment 6 and were summarized in presentations to the full group. The US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) enters the roundtable notes into a database each year to
document this shared traditional and local knowledge.
The Working Group members confirmed that they would like to continue the Caribou Roundtable
in the same format in 2014. They also considered whether the notes should be shared with the
public on the group’s website (www.westernarcticcaribou.org)
Tom Gray asked that the questions be sent to Working Group members in advance of the
meeting, so members can circulate them to others in their communities and collect additional
traditional and local knowledge to share during the roundtable. Jan Caulfield confirmed that the
questions are distributed to the WG members in a pre-meeting packet sent out in early November.
Caribou Roundtable Database: Motion by Tom Gray, seconded by Grant Klotz, to make the
caribou roundtable database public through the Working Group’s website, with names of
Working Group members and agency note-takers removed. Motion carried 12-1.

IV.

Herd Information (p. 19 in WG Binder)

Western Arctic Herd (WAH) Overview: Report by Jim Dau, Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G), Division of Wildlife Conservation. Key points in presentation included:

•

Seasonal distribution and movements – Satellite tracking of collared caribou show they
are widely distributed within their range. The PowerPoint presentation (WG binder pages
19-28) show distribution and movements for 1988-2013 during calving, post-calving,
summer, late summer, fall, winter and spring.

•

Population size – The WAH peaked at 490,000 in 2003 and has since declined by 4-6%
per year, to 325,000 in July 2011. Previously, there had been 13% annual population
grown in the 1980’s, followed by 1-3% annual growth from 1990-2003. The population
was re-censused in July 2013. The new count will be available by April 2014.

•

Population projections suggest that the WAH will decline below 265,000 caribou, the
level at which the WAH Cooperative Management Plan recommends transitioning from
“Liberal” to “Conservative” management, between 2013 and 2015.

•

Adult cow mortality – 2012 was a low mortality year, while 2011 was a very high
mortality rate. Four of the highest five annual mortality rates have occurred in the last
seven years. This indicates that the population size could change quickly.

•

Bull-Cow Ratio – The WG may want to consider whether 40:100 continues to be the
minimum bull:cow ratio for the WAH (as indicated in the 2011 WAH Management
Plan), and communicate about this with the Board of Game. The fall 2012 estimated
bull:cow ratio was 42:100. However, Jim noted that there are other caribou herds with
bull:cow ratios of less than 40:100.
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•

Review of possible factors driving WAH decline: Recruitment & Mortality –
–

Natural mortality is a much higher cause of mortality than hunting.

–

Females are producing calves, but calf survival is declining, especially during their
first summer.

–

Range condition surveys indicate decrease in lichen cover. However, these changes
in range condition have not been seen in recent body condition of WAH caribou. In
2011-2013, no bulls were “below average” in body fat.

–

Weather conditions have changed, with more icing events that occasionally prevent
caribou from accessing food that is present. Three localized mortality events near
Cape Thompson (1994-95, 1999-2000, 2011-12) found caribou with poor body
condition as they left summer range.

–

There are no indications that parasites or disease are affecting herd health.

–

Habitat fragmentation has occurred with development. However, even though the
Red Dog mine road has affected fall movements in some years, this has likely had
little or no effect on the current population decline.

–

Accidents and starvation occur, but not at levels that affect overall mortality.

–

Observations indicate that predators may be taking more WAH caribou now than 20
years ago, but there is not quantitative information.
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•

Harvest – Characteristics of harvest are shown in the PowerPoint slides on pages 42-48 of
the WG binder.

•

Board of Game proposals – Jim Dau reported that there are two proposals that affect the
WAH that will be considered by the Board of Game at its January 2014 meeting in
Kotzebue:
–

Proposal 23 – “Review the customary and traditional use worksheet for the
Teshekpuk Lake caribou herd; establish amounts reasonably necessary for
subsistence”. (Note presentation regarding this proposal is summarized below.)

–

Proposal 29, “Allow the sale of caribou antlers harvested in Unit 23”.

National Park Service report on GPS Collar Locations: Kyle Joly, NPS, reported the location of
satellite collars in November 2013, showing that the Seward Peninsula and Koyuk area are
getting a lot of use. The National Park Service, Arctic Inventory & Monitoring Network website1
provides links to documents, including the “Caribou Vital Sign Annual Report for the Arctic
Network Inventory and Monitoring Program, September 2012-August 2013.” Key points in
presentation included:

•
•
•

Of 12 collars deployed in 2012 – 8 survived, 4 died.

•

Distribution of where caribou crossed the Noatak River during fall migration in 20102013 shown on pages 51-52 of the WG binder.

Mean distance traveled was 3,071 km, maximum was 3,636 km.
The date of fall migration crossing the Noatak River has been later each year, over the
years 2010-2014.

Working Group discussion and actions regarding WAH population status:

•

Board of Game, Proposal 29: In discussion it was indicated that the Kotzebue Advisory
Committee (AC) had opposed this proposal, with concerns that it would increase meat
waste and people harvesting caribou simply to take the antlers for sale. Motion to support
Proposal 29, by Grant Klotz, seconded by Cyrus Harris. Motion failed unanimously.
Allen Barrette abstained.
[NOTE – The WG submitted a letter to the Board regarding Proposal 29 on December
27, 2013, stating: “At its regular meeting on December 4, 2013, the Western Arctic
Caribou Herd Working Group … voted unanimously to oppose adoption of Board of
Game Proposal 29, “Allow the sale of caribou antlers harvested in Unit 23”. The
Working Group is concerned that allowing sale of antlers would encourage people to
harvest caribou for the purpose of getting antlers for sale and that it would lead to meat
waste..”]	
  

•

Outreach regarding WAH population numbers and declining trend: Roy Ashenfelter
emphasized the importance of using outreach within the range of the herd to make sure
people are aware of the WAH population trend. After the new population census number
for 2013 is known, it may be necessary to move into “Conservative Management” per
Table 1 in the WAH Management Plan. Assignment: Communication Committee to work
with Meghan Nedwick, ADF&G, to continue outreach regarding WAH population and
trends and possible future need for management changes, including outreach that will
reach Alaskan hunters from outside the range (e.g., Anchorage). Urge ACs and hunters to
take local action to conserve – do not overharvest, be responsible local users of the
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caribou resource. Key messages need to be shown in draft to the full WG before they are
distributed to the public. (Note that this topic was featured in the 2013 and 2014 issues of
Caribou Trails.)

•

V.

Bull:Cow Ratio – Assignment: Executive Committee to work with biologists to consider
the minimum bull:cow ratio of 40:100 set in the 2011 WAH Management Plan. Should
this ratio be changed?

Reindeer Herders Association Resolution (added to agenda)

Tom Gray presented a resolution from the Kawerak Reindeer Herders Association (RHA)
encouraging a research project for the State and Federal agencies to determine whether animals
considered to be reindeer are mixed with caribou, staying throughout the year near Serpentine
Hot Springs and Deering, Alaska (included in Attachment 8). The RHA encourages a DNA study
of animals located inland in large groups, and placement of satellite collars on these animals in
summer to track their movement. RHA will cooperate and assist researchers in obtaining samples
and placement of collars.
In discussion, Jim Dau indicated ADF&G would prefer to start with tissue samples, not employ
satellite collars due to high cost of deploying the collars via helicopter. This might displace
collaring at Onion Portage. In response to a question from Allen Barrette, Tom Gray replied that
RHA does not have funds to buy the collars, but that there is agency interest in getting a grant to
carry out this project. RHA has been talking with ADF&G and NPS for three years about this
need and is eager for something to happen on this project. In response to a question from Judy
Jesperson, Tom Gray noted that if the animals are caribou there isn’t much the RHA can do about
the mingling, but if they are reindeer or hybrids the herders can manage them and revitalize their
herds (in the past they have lost “thousands of reindeer” to the caribou herd).
Motion to support RHA Resolution 2013-01, by Tom Gray, seconded by Morris Nassuk. Motion
passed 7 to 4.

VI.

Teshekpuk Caribou Herd – Proposal to Board of Game (p. 54 in WG Binder)

At its January 2014 meeting in Kotzebue, the Board of Game will consider Proposal 23: “Review
the customary and traditional use worksheet for the Teshekpuk Lake caribou herd [TCH];
establish amounts reasonably necessary for subsistence”. Lincoln Parrett, ADF&G Wildlife
Conservation Division, and Nikki Braem, ADF&G Subsistence Division presented information
about the proposal, the TCH, and relevance to WAH management. Key points include:

•

Presented background information about the State of Alaska’s subsistence procedure,
customary and traditional use finding (C&T), and amount necessary for subsistence
(ANS).

•

An ANS of 8,000-12,000 caribou has already been established for the WAH, but there
has been no ANS set for the TCH.

•

This information was presented to the WG because the TCH substantially overlaps the
WAH range during its annual cycle of distribution and movements. The TCH also mixes
with the Central Arctic and Porcupine caribou herds. At a very broad scale, ADF&G can
generally assess which caribou might be where (within the shared areas of range) at
different times of year.

•

ADF&G can make estimates of harvest ratios over broad periods of time, but distribution
can vary from month to month and year to year.
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•

ADF&G’s ability to make broad generalizations about which caribou hunters are
harvesting varies from place to place.

•

For caribou, the determination of an ANS has historically been based on particular
caribou populations, which can be complicated due to variable distributions and extensive
seasonal overlap among herds.

•

There is potential that a management action taken for the TCH could affect management,
and perhaps the ANS determination, for the WAH.

At the time of the presentation, ADF&G staff had not yet completed its report for the January
2014 Board of Game meeting. The report will be available for WG and public review on
December 27, 2013.
Roy Ashenfelter recommended that the Executive Committee review the recommendation
released on December 27, 2013, and prepare a letter to the Board of Game regarding Proposal 23.
The WG should also have someone attend the Board meeting to testify.
[NOTE – The WG submitted a letter to the Board of Game regarding Proposal 23 on December
27, 2013, stating: “The Teshekpuk caribou herd (TCH) overlaps the Western Arctic Herd (WAH)
during its annual cycle of distribution and movements. Because the herds can overlap, actions or
decisions regarding the TCH may affect WAH hunting opportunity. Management actions taken
for one herd may impact harvest opportunities on the other, particularly as it may be impossible
for hunters to tell caribou from the two herds apart. The Working Group’s primary concern is that
the Board of Game’s action regarding the Teshekpuk caribou herd not negatively affect WAH
management or harvests, including the Amount Necessary for Subsistence established for the
WAH.” WG Vice-Chair Cyrus Harris attended the Board meeting to testify on behalf of the WG.]

	
  
VII.

Caribou Harvest Assessment

Nikki Braem from the ADF&G Division of Subsistence presented information about the
Northwest Harvest Monitoring Program: 2012, with surveys conducted in Point Lay, Kotzebue,
Noorvik, Golovin, Ambler, Kobuk and Shungnak. (See presentation in Attachment 8). Key
points:

•

The communities of were surveyed about their estimated 2012 caribou harvest. Results of
numbers of caribou harvested and per capital pounds were presented, as well as
information about numbers of bulls and cows, and dates of harvest. Results are compared
with past survey data, when available. Most harvest occurs in March.

•

All surveys were comprehensive, meaning ADF&G asked about other subsistence
resources, including salmon, other fishes, land mammals, marine mammals, birds, eggs,
berries and plants.

•

Caribou makes up the following percentage of the diet in these communities, from least
to highest: Golovin 16%, Noorvik 33%, Point Lay 34%, Kobuk 36%, Ambler 55%,
Shungnak 58%.
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VIII. Noatak Caribou Traditional Knowledge Project (p. 71 in WG Binder)
Gabriela Halas from the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) described the traditional
knowledge project. The objective of the project is to document traditional knowledge related to
caribou behavior, human activity, and hunting. The project focuses on the community of Noatak.
To date, Gabriela has filmed 13 elders in Noatak, talking about their lives, caribou stories, and
lessons to pass to younger generations. She is now doing surveys of 60 active caribou hunters in
Noatak (have hunted three of the past five years). In January 2014, she will do longer mapping
interviews with a smaller group of hunters.

IX.

Non-Subsistence Hunting of WAH in Noatak Preserve (p. 72 in WG Binder)

Andrew Ackerman, NPS Western Arctic National Parklands, presented information about big
game transporter activity in the Noatak National Preserve, 2010-2012. Key points included:

•

Number of big game hunters in the Noatak were 198 (2010), 348 (2011), 327 (2012).
Greatest percentage of these are from Anchorage (33-43%).

•
•

NPS collected data on sound impacts at the Kugurorok and Agashashok Rivers in 2013.

•

NPS will also be sending a survey to all hunters transported into the Noatak Preserve in
2010-2013 to gather additional information, as well as their reactions to hypothetical
management scenarios.

Using Big Game Commercial Services Board data, NPS is analyzing hunting party size,
average distance of flights from Kotzebue, density of flight landings (i.e., hunting
pressure), types of aircraft, success rate of transported hunters, species harvest and
distribution by location, average pounds of meat harvested per party or hunter, landing
location by time of year.

The following points were raised in WG discussion:

•
•
•

The database is only for transported hunters, not fishermen.

•

Q – Why not look at the entire geographic area where transporters operate, why only
Noatak Preserve? A – Focus is Noatak Preserve to inform NPS management, but has
ready other studies, such as Peter Fixx’s study at Squirrel River.

•

NPS noted that in the long run, NPS will be able to use this information, along with TEK,
and integrate what is learned to develop and evaluate different management options (such
as to address user conflicts).

Concerned that the planes are diverting caribou away from traditional hunting areas.
Q – Are hunters moved from one camp to another? A – Have heard this anecdotally but
don’t have data.

The meeting adjourned for the day at 5:00 p.m. WG members convened for a group photo.
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Thursday, December 5, 2013
I.

Call to Order – 8:35 a.m. Quorum confirmed (13 members).

II.

Communication Committee Report (p. 81 in WG Binder)

Meghan Nedwick, ADF&G, addressed the following points:

•

The Education management actions in the 2011 WACH Cooperative Management Plan
are all underway. ADF&G, BLM, USFWS and NPS all contribute to outreach and
education efforts.

•

At its 2012 meeting, the WG asked that there be more outreach to the public about herd
size, the declining trend, and the potential need to change management in the future.
These key messages were delivered to the public in 2013 through Caribou Trails (front
cover article), article in The Fish and Wildlife Newsletter, presentations to the ACs and
the Unit 23 Working Group, and classroom presentations in Kotzebue and Ambler.
(Note, the WG has asked the Communication Committee to continue this outreach in
2014.)

•

Website - The WACH WG website is up and running and actively visited. New content
includes links to all past editions of Caribou Trails and the annotated bibliography of
studies relevant to the WAH.

•

Social Media – At its 2012 meeting, the WG asked the Communication Committee to
consider how social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) could be used as an outreach tool re:
the WAH. Meghan noted the pros and cons of the WAH establishing its own social media
sites, versus using existing sites that area available, such as the Selawik National Wildlife
Refuge Facebook page. Assignment: The WG asked the Communication Committee to
more actively use other existing Facebook sites (e.g., USFWS, NPS) to post information
about the WAH and to periodically post several of the caribou roundtable questions.
Report back in 2014 regarding what was posted and what was heard in comments. How
did this work as a communication tool?

•

Caribou Trails – The most recent issue was published in June 2013, with 15,000 copies
sent to box holders, schools, universities, government agencies, non-profits, and others.
The newsletter was also posted on the WAH website. The intent is to publish the next
issue in June 2014. In 2012, the WG asked the Communication Committee to consider
changing the layout and possibly publishing two issues of Caribou Trails annually.
Meghan showed the WG four options. The group decided to keep with the current format,
published and distributed once each year. Possible topics for the 2014 issue include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Information on herd size, declining trend, bull:cow ratio, population management,
and what changes might mean for local hunters.
Article on elder (Mrs. Josephine Woods)
2013 WG meeting updates
Cumulative impacts map
Onion Portage (though no students this year)
Taikuu to retiring WG members
Proposed road to Ambler Mining District
Board of Game actions – Proposals 23 & 29)
Advertise website and Facebook pages that are being used to post WAH information
Caribou roundtable quotes
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IV.

Executive Committee Report (p. 90 in WG Binder)

There was no verbal report from the Executive Committee. The report in the WG binder listed
seven actions in 2013, regarding: representing the WG in public comment opportunities related to
resource development projects, approval of the Caribou Trails newsletter, WG membership,
approval of distribution of the 2012 draft WG meeting summary to the full WG for review, and
development of 2013 WG meeting agenda.

III.

Technical Committee Report (p. 91 in WG Binder)

There was no verbal report from the Technical Committee. Peter Bente, ADF&G, pointed out the
written report from the December 3, 2013, meeting in the WG binder (Attachment 2). The report
notes that the TC has taken on two assignments:

•

Assignment: TC will develop an interagency strategy for collecting winter weather data
that will address: key data to collect, more efficient/cost-effective ways to collect data,
how data would be summarized and stored on-line, plan for data analysis and
communication of key findings, additional data sources to include, future potential
collaboration with other scientists. The group will present a draft strategy to the WG at its
2014 meeting. (Assigned to: Jeff Rasic, NPS (lead); Pam Sousannes, NPS; Tim
Hammond, BLM; Tina Moran, USFWS; Jim Dau, ADF&G; Brandon Saito, ADF&G;
Dave Gustine, USGS).

•

Assignment: The TC identified some additional topics to add to the list of priority
“Information/Data Needs” related to the WAH. The TC will annually update this list. It
further recommends that the summary list of research projects that are underway be
cross-referenced to the information/data needs list, to show the work that is being done to
address data gaps. (Jan Caulfield, with assistance of Tim Hammond (BLM) and Wendy
Loya (WG member).

IV.

Ambler Access Project / Roads to Resources (p. 104 in WG Binder)

Proposed Ambler Access Project – Mark Davis and Mike Catsi from the Alaska Industrial
Development and Export Authority (AIDEA) and Maryellen Tuttel, AIDEA Ambler Access
Project Manager from Dowl Engineering, presented information about the Ambler Mining
District Industrial Access Road. John Moller from the Alaska Governor’s Office was also present.
Key points presented include:

•

The purpose of the project is to provide surface access for industrial traffic to the mining
district to support exploration and development of mineral resources. Project work to date
has included route reconnaissance, preliminary engineering, baseline environmental
research, mapping, and geotechnical work.

•

AIDEA has determined that the most feasible route is the Brooks East Corridor. It is the
shortest route (approx. 200 miles). Most of the corridor is on state lane, but it does
transect the Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve. A specific provision was
written into the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) to allow
access to the Ambler Mining District through the preserve portion of the conservation
unit.

•

The road will be only for private industrial use, not for public use. To date, AIDEA has
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Nova Copper regarding
development and use of the road. They may enter into a similar agreement with Andover
Resources.
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•

In 2014, project work will include additional community/outreach meetings,
reconnaissance, preliminary engineering, and environmental documentation/permitting.

•

AIDEA has asked residents from communities within the study area to serve as
Subsistence Advisors, to provide input on areas that should be avoided due to important
cultural or subsistence resources.

•

AIDEA plans to submit its permit application to start the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) process in 2014, followed by permitting/final design in 2016-2017 and
construction beginning in 2018.

The following points were raised in comments, questions and discussion:

•

Mark Davis noted that it is expected that US Army Corps of Engineers will be the lead on
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, including preparation of the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) by a contractor hired by the Corps. The decision
about crossing through the Gates of the Arctic Preserve is a separate process, that will be
decided by the Secretaries of the US Department of the Interior and Department of
Transportation, and cannot be appealed. The environmental and permitting process for
mining activity would be entirely separate from the road project.

•

The public involvement and NEPA processes will precede development of a finance plan
for construction. The road will likely be a public/private partnership and the private
companies will not invest if their funds can’t be recouped through the resource
development.

•

Member of the public Pollock Simon, Jr., expressed concerns about impacts to caribou,
chum salmon, sheefish and whitefish, which are subsistence food for communities. The
boreal forests are the “lungs of the planet” and will be damaged by the road. He stated
that Allakaket, Alatna, Wiseman and Hughes are opposed to the road. Concerned that
even if it starts as only an industrial road, it will eventually open to public use and people
will come up the road to hunt, fish and trap in their villages – raising concerns with
competition and conflicts. This is a $20 million project, but there has been no local
employment. The state should look at alternative ways to access the mines, not a road.

•

John Moller, Office of the Governor, noted that the project development was moved to
AIDEA from the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, because
AIDEA has different tools, such as the ability to restrict road access only to private
industrial use. He also noted that studies have shown that non-road alternatives (such as a
railroad) would not be economically feasible. Roads to Resources is a priority for
Governor Parnell, because he believes it is responsible and important for the state to
diversify its economy. Mr. Moller is involved as a rural affairs advisor to Governor
Parnell, to report back village concerns. This dialogue will continue.

•

Working Group member Wendy Loya asked about asbestos in materials used for road
construction. Maryellen Tuttel responded that they will look for asbestos free material
sites.

•

Working Group member Benedict Jones asked how much overburden would be removed
and what the length of the mining operation would be. Mike Catsi, AIDEA, replied that
Nova Copper would do a study to determine if it is feasible to develop the mine. The
result of this study would also affect whether a road would be needed.

•

Member of the public Virginia Commack, Tribe Manager from the Native Village of
Ambler, spoke strongly to their concerns including: expectation that the federal agencies
to come to the villages to have one on one, government to government consultation with
affected Tribes about plans that involve their ancestral lands; and that villages and Tribes
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are very concerned about their traditional use areas and impacts to the food they depend
upon; and concern that representatives on the WACH WG were not representative of all
Tribes.
The Working Group discussed forming a committee to track and comment on the Ambler road
project. During the Business Meeting (see below), the group decided to expand the Resource
Development Committee to include members interested in the proposed road. Chair Roy
Ashenfelter encouraged people from villages to attend meetings about the road project and to
continue to express concerns. Working Group members commented that they want to have a lot
of time during the 2014 WG meeting to address the road. Perhaps add an additional ½-day?
US Army Corps of Engineers / Permitting Process – Mary Romero from the Corps of Engineers
indicated that the Corps would likely be the lead on the EIS process. After they receive an
application from AIDEA, they would start a scoping process (public comment accepted). There
would be public review of the Draft EIS (45-day period, published in the Federal Register), as
well as the Final EIS and Record of Decision. Under NEPA, federal agencies must only permit
the “least environmentally damaging practicable alternative”. Federal agencies involved in the
project would include the NPS, BLM, Corps, US Coast Guard, and Environmental Protection
Agency. The agencies particularly welcome substantive comments that give the “why” behind the
comment. What could be done to address a concern and have a more positive outcome?
In comments, Working Group member Tom Gray asked that scoping meetings occur in a wide
number of communities, including on the Seward Peninsula, since effects of the road would be
widely felt. Agencies need to be open to hearing what is important to communities, especially
affects on subsistence.
NPS Gates of the Arctic / Right-of-Way Process – Jeff Rasic, Chief of Integrated Resources for
Gates of the Arctic, reviewed the process that would be followed to consider a right-of-way
through the Gates of the Arctic Preserve. ANILCA provides for this right-of-way, with approval
of Secretaries of Interior and Transportation. The purpose of the process is to determine the most
desirable route and the terms and conditions that might be required for its development. The
Secretaries are to consider alternative routes that would result in “fewer or less severe impacts”,
including impacts on “wildlife, fish, and their habitat, and rural and traditional lifestyles including
subsistence activities, and measures … to minimize negative impacts and enhance positive
impacts”. The NPS is required to complete its analysis 12 months from receipt of a permit
application. See http://www.nps.gov/gaar/parkmgmt/planning.htm See Attachment 8 for
PowerPoint presentation.
BLM Permitting – Gary Foreman from BLM said that the road would cross approximately 13
miles of BLM managed lands and will connect to the Dalton Highway. BLM will be a
cooperating agency in the EIS process. Issues that BLM needs to address will be analyzed in the
EIS, such as subsistence, invasive species, visual and cultural resources. BLM can either approve
or deny the right-of-way. If approved, it will identify the approved location, may require
mitigation, will determine if the road will be public or private, and determine the duration of the
right-of-way. See Attachment 8 for PowerPoint presentation.
Red Dog Road / Vehicle Management – Chris Eckert from Teck, Inc., described how Teck
manages the road to the Red Dog mine site to avoid impacts on wildlife. When caribou are
sighted, vehicles stop to allow them to cross the road. The stoppage might be a matter of hours, or
three to four days. In 2013, there was a total of 40 hours of road closure for wildlife. Noted that
people from Kivalina use the road to access caribou hunting and berry picking. The following
points were raised in WG member comments:
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•

Vern Cleveland commented that mine blasting and drilling should cease during
migration to avoid impacting the route caribou take. Chris Eckert said that there is a
subsistence committee that advises Teck about Red Dog issues. He will bring the
comment about blasting up with them.

•

Cyrus Harris said that the lead caribou may stop for several hours and observe the road
before it decides to cross. Would trucks stop? Chris Eckert indicated that traffic would
not stop, if the caribou was stopping more than 300’ from the road.

•

Wendy Loya asked about air traffic controls. Chris Eckert said there is a bulletin that
urges carriers to stay above 1,500’, but it is the Federal Aviation Administration’s
(FAA) role to control this.

•

Judy Jesperson asked what the pattern of caribou movement is, now that the road is
there. Jim Dau, ADF&G, replied that some years caribou have a hard time crossing the
road, but others not. It really depends on how the lead caribou react. Jim emphasized
that Teck “deserves five gold stars” for the work they do to avoid impacts on wildlife.

NOTE – In follow-up to the meeting, Chris Eckert emailed the following information about
vehicle strikes of wildlife from 2004-2013: “[Working Group member] Judy Jespersen had asked
about vehicle strikes resulting in animal mortalities along the Delong Mountain Transportation
System [road to Red Dog mine]… I reviewed incident reports from January 1, 2004 to December
9, 2013 for mammal mortalities resulting from vehicle strikes… there were [a total of] 18 vehicle
strikes resulting in the death of 21 animals.”
Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Caribou
2
0
1
0
3
0
0
2
0
1

Bear
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Wolf
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Fox
0
0
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

Moose
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

Total
2
1
4
1
6
1
0
3
1
2

Brooks Range Council (BRC) Perspective – Ron Yarnell from the BRC has been guiding in the
Brooks Range for 42 years. He is concerned that a road to the Ambler mining district will impact
each of the rivers it crosses. Regarding caribou, it is important to consider affects road could have
on migration, caribou’s access to and use of winter range, affect on herd expansion to the east.
Concern that road would transition from private to public use, and potentially be extended to
other areas. (See WG Binder, pp. 123-126).
In Working Group discussion, the following points were made:

•

Allen Barrette would like to see information about how other highways have or have not
affected caribou and migration. Why are there still caribou along those highways?

•

Simon Pollock, Sr. noted that from 1974-1984, no caribou came through Allakaket. The
pipeline construction affected the migration of the caribou then. A new road would affect
caribou migration route.
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V.

Management Agency Reports - ADF&G, BLM, USFWS, NPS

The text of the agency reports is provided in Attachment 7. Key points are summarized here.
ADF&G (p. 127 in WG Binder) – Steve Machida, ADF&G Regional Supervisor, discussed the
following:
•

In Region 5 approximately 50% of the budget goes toward caribou management for the
Teshekpuk and Western Arctic herds. Work includes photo census (next in July 2013);
fall composition /spring recruitment work, and collaring at Onion Portage. It also
includes an education and outreach related to the WG and the herd.

•

ADF&G is hoping that within five years it will be able to use digital technology to take
photos to census the herds. It would be helpful if the WG would write letters of support
for funding to purchase this new technology.

•

Q: Judy Jesperson – Is there any study of effects of wolves on the size of the herd? A –
This is a big data gap. We will need the help from federal partners to evaluate this
mortality effect.

•

ADF&G is planning to computerize old population data for the herd.

BLM (distributed at meeting, see Attachment 7) – Shelly Jacobson, BLM Field Manager, noted
that there is a potential change in office boundaries, with responsibility for northwest Alaska
going to the Anchorage field office. Allakaket and Koyukuk would stay with the Fairbanks
Office, so that BLM staff will continue to participate in the WACH WG meetings. The BLM
report addressed a variety of land management plans and Rapid Ecological Assessments that
BLM is preparing or has completed in the herd range. The BLM agency report also addresses
reindeer grazing, wildlife projects, recreation, mining, and realty work done by the agency.
Additional points:
•

Q: Roy Ashenfelter – Is there any discussion about a higher level of fire response on
winter range? A – BLM have talked about this and recognize the importance of the range,
but do not have a number of acres that needs to be protected. Alaska Fire Service knows
that BLM is watching winter range carefully and may advocate for more protection in
certain years.

•

Q: Benedict Jones – What is effect of fire retardant on small animals and birds? A –
Research shows that fire retardant is not toxic on land, but can be toxic in water. For this
reason. BLM policy is to stay 300’ away from water bodies.

•

Comment: Pollock Simon, Sr. – Concern about letting fires burn in the winter range, in
the Ray Mountains. A - In general fire improves moose browse, but browse isn’t always
the limiting factor to the moose population.

•

With regard to caribou, several years ago Kyle Joly, NPS, presented the results of his
thesis to the WG that addresses what amount of acreage in the winter range could be
burned without affecting the herd’s population. This data is what the BLM uses as
guidance for fire response in winter range.

•

Audience member Pam Miller, Northern Alaska Environmental Center, pointed out to the
SG that the Central Yukon Management Plan will identify areas that will be open to
resource development, as well as areas of environmental sensitivity that should be
protected.
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NPS (p. 131 in WG Binder) – Frank Hays, Western Arctic Parklands Superintendent, addressed
the following:
•

The approach the park used in 2013 to manage transporters through commercial use
authorizations (CUA) will be continued in 2014 and 2015. CUA holders are authorized to
transport hunters seeking caribou into specified areas in the western Noatak after
September 15, unless authorized by the Superintendent to provide services earlier (based
on the status of caribou migration across the Noatak National Preserve). This does not
affect guide services and is only for caribou hunting. Cooperation of transporters has
been good. However, if the caribou migration gets even later each fall, it may be
necessary to adjust the entry date.

•

Federal agencies have been given back authority for “local hire”. NPS has hired a student
in Kotzebue and plans to hire village liaisons in Noatak and Kiana in summer 2014.

•

NPS has created rules for researchers to follow, to make sure they do not impact
subsistence activities and also to require them to report the findings of their research back
to local villages.

•

NPS is monitoring a suite of species through its “vital signs monitoring” program.

•

In response to a question, Frank affirmed that NPS is working with the Northwest Arctic
Borough to permit and install some low impact trail staking that can be purchased with
federal funding.

In comments, Working Group member Ted Frankson expressed strong frustration with pilots that
chase away our caribou. High numbers of aircraft in the Point Hope area in 2013 caused problems
with the local caribou hunt. This is a huge concern because local people cannot get food that they
need.
Shelly Jacobson, BLM, noted that the Unit 23 Working Group had written letters to guides and
transporters operating in the Kivalina area in 2013, asking them to avoid impacts to local hunting
of caribou. Frank Hays said that Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) may need to address,
since they are the agency that can regulate how pilots behave (e.g., the altitude they fly).
Roy Ashenfelter encouraged the Unit 23 Working Group to meet with people in Kivalina to talk
about the problems and develop solutions.
USFWS (p. 143 in WG Binder) – Tina Moran, Selawik National Wildlife Refuge Manager,
addressed personnel changes (Refuge Manager Lee Anne Ayres has retired and will be replaced
by Shawn Bayless), implementation of the recently-completed Refuge Management Plan, and
projects on the Refuge that are related to caribou and caribou habitat (e.g., monitoring of snow
conditions, Onion Portage caribou collaring, support for the Working Group). No caribou were
harvested in the Refuge in 2013.

VI.

Efforts to Address and Resolve User Conflicts

Anaktuvuk Pass meeting – In early November 2013, the City of Anaktuvuk Pass hosted a meeting
to discuss user conflicts during the fall hunting season. Geoff Carroll from ADF&G attended and
provided a summary to the WG (see PowerPoint presentation in Attachment 8). Key points:
•

Anaktuvuk Pass Statements of Concern
− Fall migrations have been weak
− Fall migrations come later
− Harvest fewer caribou
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−
−
−
−
−

Lower quality caribou. No prime bulls.
After rut
Community suffers if there are not enough caribou; not as many alternative wildlife
resources for food
Activity to north of village deflects migration
Guides and private pilots are the concern

•

Report from biologists
− Natural fluctuations in migration patterns
− Anaktuvuk Pass is at the eastern edge of the range of the WAH
− On years when the WAH caribou are farther west, the caribou migration through
Anaktuvuk Pass is weak
− The WAH has declined, which could affect the range of the herd.
− Caribou that come later are often from the Teshekpuk caribou herd.
− Steps have been taken to reduce the impact of fly-in hunters north of Anaktuvuk Pass
– Controlled Use Area of 3,200 square miles where not allowed to use an aircraft to
hunt caribou or moose

•

Possible solutions discussed at the meeting
− Expand the CUA (Board of Game proposal required) – to make the area larger;
include more species
− Arctic Slope Regional Corporation land selections along Anaktuvuk, Chandalar,
Colville Rivers that can only be hunted by North Slope Borough residents
− Work with guides
− More enforcement by Alaska Wildlife Troopers
− Get hunters to the caribou

•

Road to Umiat – Participants at the meeting in Anaktuvuk Pass also discussed concerns
with the proposed road to Umiat, including its potential effect on caribou migration. The
State of Alaska has withdrawn permit applications for this road. There is a potential for
Link Energy to build a road if warranted. (John Moller from the Governor’s Office noted
that State had done some baseline studies along the proposed route.)
NOTE –WG (alternate) Esther Hugo from Anaktuvuk Pass was not able to attend the WG
meeting, but submitted a letter with her concerns about a proposed road to Umiat
(another potential Roads to Resources project). This letter was distributed to WG
members at the meeting and is in Attachment 8.

Q: Allen Barrette – Have you been able to document how hunters change migration? A – This
would be very hard to research or to solve with empirical evidence.
Q: Phil Driver – What other animals are taken on guided hunts? A – some sheep
Comment: Pollock Simon – It is very important to have caribou go through Anaktuvuk Pass and
then on to Allakaket.
Unit 23 Working Group – Jan Caulfield very briefly reviewed the status of the Unit 23 Working
Group and its recommendations to date (p. 144 in WG Binder).
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) observations – Daniel Billman from the FAA came to
hear what the WG’s concerns regarding how aircraft activity affects the caribou herd. In fall
2013, FAA went to North Slope area (e.g., Atigun Pass, Prudhoe Bay) during hunting activity to
visit with pilots. They focused on safety, but notice that there tends to be better overall behavior
when FAA is present. He noted that there is a lot of opportunity for education and to obtain
cooperation from pilots.
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Q – Is there a set altitude above wildlife that pilots need to fly? A – No; in some areas, such as
some areas in Cook Inlet, the FAA has recommendations regarding flight altitudes above nesting
birds. These recommendations are included in FAA maps and supplements. FAA works with
management agencies to identify the appropriate altitude. FAA does have special altitude
regulations in the Grand Canyon at Hawaii volcanoes, but a regulatory process is long and
difficult.
Comment – Working Group member Judy Jesperson (Bettles Air Service) and Tim Hammond,
BLM, noted that if a commercial air service needs an agency permit, then that permit can
stipulate a minimum flight altitude.
Comment: Working Group Chair Roy Ashenfelter – Hopes that Point Hope/Point Lay area can
have a meeting with FAA, to address concerns raised earlier by Ted Frankson.

VII. Business Meeting
Approval of Meeting Summary – December 2012 (p. 149 in WG Binder): Motion to approve the
Executive Summary and complete minutes for December 2012, by Allen Barrette and seconded
by Cyrus Harris. Motion carried unanimously.
Membership/Committees: The following actions were taken to update WG membership and
committees:

•

Chair – The WG considered the nominations to serve a three-year term as WG Chair.
Motion to nominate Vern Cleveland as chair, by Morris Nassuk and seconded by Tom
Gray. Motion to nominate Cyrus Harris, by Wendy Loya (no second needed). By closed
ballot, Vern Cleveland was elected WG Chair for 2014-2016 with eight votes, to Cyrus
Harris’s six votes.

•

Vice Chair – Motion to nominate Cyrus Harris to serve the two years remaining in Vern
Cleveland’s term as WG Vice-Chair, by Tom Gray (no second needed). Motion by Tom
Gray to close nominations (no second needed). No objections.

•

Committees – Peter Bente reviewed the WG committee lists (p. 2 of WG Binder) to
determine if any need for changes. The following was noted:
–

As new Chair, Vern Cleveland will take Roy Ashenfelter’s place on committees.

–

As new Vice-Chair, Cyrus Harris will join the Executive, Resource Development,
and Technical Committees.

–

The Resource Development Committee will be expanded to include members
interested in the proposed road to Ambler Mining District, as this committee will
follow that project for the WG. These additional members are: Benedict Jones,
Pollock Simon Sr., Judy Jesperson, Sally Custer, Morris Nassuk.

Old Business:

•

Future Budget for WG – Peter Bente noted that ADF&G pays for Peter Bente’s time
assisting the group as Agency Representative, for facilitator Jan Caulfield, and Megan
Nedwick’s time to provide for outreach and communication. ADF&G will continue this
into the future. BLM, NPS and USFWS each contribute $20,000 to cover costs of the
WG’s annual meeting. BLM contributes additional funds to pay for a contractor to take
care of meeting logistics. Agencies also contribute funds to take students to Onion
Portage and to bring those students to the WG meeting in December. Noted that costs for
students is much higher if they are from villages distant from Onion Portage (e.g., in
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2014 planning to take students from Unalakleet. Agencies intend to continue supporting
the group, as budgets allow.

•

Comparison of costs for alternative meeting locations – Assignment: Shelly Jacobson
will follow through on WG’s earlier request to compare costs for meeting locations in
Anchorage vs. locations within the range of the herd.

New Business:

•

Board of Game Meeting, January 2014, Kotzebue – Deadline for comments is December
27, 2013. Assignment: Executive Committee will prepare comments on Proposals 23 and
29 (as discussed above). Vern Cleveland or Cyrus Harris will attend to present these
comments as well as the 2011 update to the WAH Cooperative Management Plan.

•

Digital photo equipment – Assignment: Write letter from WG to ADF&G supporting
purchase of digital photography equipment for wildlife census. (Executive Committee)

•

BLM Planning Scoping comments – Resource Development Committee will respond to
BLM by January 17, 2014, during scoping periods for two plans: Bering-West Interior
Resource Management Plan (RMP), and Central Yukon RMP.

Assignments: List of assignments made during meeting, see Attachment 4.
Next Meeting Date: Motion to schedule next WG meeting on December 17-18, 2014 in
Anchorage, with Technical Committee meeting on December 16, made by Ted Frankson, second
by Vern Cleveland. Motion carried unanimously. (Alternate date: December 3-4, with Technical
Committee on December 2). Note that WG would like to avoid conflict with Bureau of Indian
Affairs Providers Conference.

X. Closing Comments: WG members offered the following brief closing comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allen Barrette – concerned that there have been 30 years of anecdotal information with
complaints about flights and hunting activity affecting the caribou migration, yet there
has been no research done to document this.
Cyrus Harris – thanked Roy Ashenfelter for serving as Chair; great meeting; agree with
Allen that there needs to be more information about disturbance to migration, to
accompany what is said through local knowledge
Vern Cleveland – thanks to agencies for all of the information
Morris Nassuk – Southern Seward Peninsula is sorry for Roy’s departure as Chair.
Thanks agencies for their support of the WG’s meetings.
Tom Gray – thanks to Roy for serving as Chair; thank WG for support of reindeer
industry; appreciate agencies support for the WG
Phil Driver – thanks to Roy for serving as Chair; need more time at meeting for
discussion of political aspects of issues, such as Roads to Resources
Benedict Jones – thanks to agencies; asked Jim Dau to give additional wolf snare training
sessions in Kotzebue
Pollock Simon – thanks to Roy for serving as Chair; likes having the meeting and lodging
in the same building; he comes every year to preserve caribou for us and for future
generations
Ted Frankson – will miss having Roy as Chair; his is an influential voice that was very
effective for the WG
Wendy Loya – thank Roy for serving as Chair; enjoys coming and learning from
everyone; appreciate this work on behalf of this amazing wildlife habitat and herd
Oliver Peetook – first time attending as an alternate; thanks Roy for serving as Chair
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•
•
•
•

Charles Saccheus – thanks to Roy for serving as Chair; did an outstanding job for our
people; every time we come, we are talking about food on our table (caribou)
George Jacoby – newcomer as an alternate for Anchorage AC; honored to be included;
thanks to Roy for service as Chair; sees challenges ahead with the Ambler road issues
Judy Jesperson – second year attending; notice how well the management agencies work
together on issues
Roy Ashenfelter – appreciates the compliments; enjoyed being on the WG; need to have
everyone’s voice on the WG.

XI. Adjournment: Motion to adjourn made by Morris Nassuk, seconded by Judy Jesperson.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 4:56 p.m. on December 5, 2013.
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Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH) Working Group
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12:00	
  –	
  1:15	
  PM	
  	
  

LUNCH	
  

	
  	
  1:15	
   Herd	
  Information	
  and	
  Working	
  Group	
  Discussion	
  
1:15	
   Herd	
  biology	
  and	
  population	
  status	
  
– Jim	
  Dau,	
  Alaska	
  Department	
  of	
  Fish	
  and	
  Game	
  (ADF&G),	
  Division	
  of	
  
Wildlife	
  Conservation	
  	
  
– Kyle	
  Joly,	
  National	
  Park	
  Service	
  (NPS),	
  Western	
  Parklands	
  
2:30	
  	
   Technical	
  Committee	
  recommendation	
  on	
  herd	
  management	
  level,	
  
relative	
  to	
  2011	
  Cooperative	
  Management	
  Plan	
  (Table	
  1)	
  
–

Working	
  Group	
  discussion	
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2:45	
  –	
  3:00	
  PM	
  

BREAK	
  

3:00	
   Teshekpuk	
  Caribou	
  Herd	
  (TCH)	
  –	
  Proposal	
  to	
  Board	
  of	
  Game	
  regarding	
  
Amount	
  Needed	
  for	
  Subsistence	
  
	
  

Explanation	
  of	
  Alaska	
  Board	
  of	
  Game	
  Proposal	
  23	
  to	
  review	
  the	
  customary	
  
and	
  traditional	
  (subsistence)	
  uses	
  of	
  the	
  TCH.	
  	
  
Implications	
  of	
  overlapping	
  ranges	
  of	
  TCH	
  and	
  Western	
  Arctic	
  Herd	
  at	
  time	
  of	
  
harvest.	
  
Scheduled	
  for	
  Board	
  action	
  at	
  January	
  2014	
  meeting	
  in	
  Kotzebue.	
  Comment	
  
deadline	
  is	
  December	
  27,	
  2013.	
  
–
–

Lincoln	
  Parrett,	
  ADF&G,	
  Division	
  of	
  Wildlife	
  Conservation	
  
Nikki	
  Braem,	
  ADF&G,	
  Division	
  of	
  Subsistence	
  

	
  3:40	
   Research	
  Projects	
  Related	
  to	
  Use	
  of	
  WACH	
  
3:40	
   Community	
  Harvest	
  Assessments	
  
– Nikki	
  Braem,	
  ADF&G,	
  Division	
  of	
  Subsistence	
  
4:00	
   Traditional	
  Knowledge	
  Project	
  -‐	
  Noatak	
  
– Gabriela	
  Halas,	
  University	
  of	
  Alaska	
  Fairbanks	
  
4:20	
   Non-‐Subsistence	
  Hunting	
  of	
  the	
  WACH	
  in	
  the	
  Noatak	
  Preserve	
  	
  
– Andrew	
  Ackerman,	
  NPS	
  	
  
4:40	
   Communication	
  /	
  Outreach	
  Report	
  –	
  Caribou	
  Trails,	
  website,	
  other	
  
outreach	
  efforts	
  and	
  potential	
  tools	
  related	
  to	
  Cooperative	
  Management	
  Plan	
  
and	
  caribou	
  management	
  issues	
  
– Meghan	
  Nedwick,	
  ADF&G	
  
5:00	
   Working	
  Group	
  Photo	
  –	
  ADJOURN	
  DAY	
  1	
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________	
  
	
  

WACH Working Group, December 5
	
  8:30	
   Call	
  to	
  Order	
  /	
  Announcements	
  
	
  8:35	
   Executive	
  Committee	
  Report	
  
8:45	
  	
  	
  	
  Technical	
  Committee	
  Report	
  (continue	
  later	
  in	
  afternoon,	
  if	
  additional	
  time	
  
needed)	
  
Present	
  summary	
  /	
  recommendations	
  from	
  December	
  3,	
  2013	
  meeting	
  
Updated	
  list	
  of	
  management	
  &	
  research	
  projects	
  for	
  the	
  herd	
  &	
  habitat	
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Updated	
  selected	
  bibliography	
  for	
  the	
  herd	
  

9:00	
  	
   Ambler	
  Access	
  Project	
  /	
  Roads	
  to	
  Resources	
  –	
  Presentations	
  and	
  
Working	
  Group	
  Discussion	
  
9:00	
  	
   Proposed	
  Ambler	
  Access	
  Project	
  
–

Mark	
  Davis,	
  Mike	
  Catsi,	
  Maryellen	
  Tuttell	
  -‐	
  Alaska	
  Industrial	
  
Development	
  and	
  Export	
  Authority	
  (AIDEA)	
  

9:40	
  –	
  10:00	
  AM	
  

BREAK	
  

10:00	
   Federal	
  agency	
  environmental	
  and	
  permitting	
  processes	
  
–
–
–

Mary	
  Romero,	
  US	
  Army	
  Corps	
  of	
  Engineers	
  
Jeff	
  Rasic,	
  Chief	
  of	
  Integrated	
  Resources,	
  Gates	
  of	
  the	
  Arctic,	
  NPS	
  
Shelly	
  Jacobson,	
  Bureau	
  of	
  Land	
  Management	
  (BLM)	
  

11:00	
   Vehicle	
  management	
  along	
  the	
  Red	
  Dog	
  mine	
  access	
  road	
  
– Chris	
  Eckert,	
  Teck	
  Resources	
  Limited	
  
11:15	
   Brooks	
  Range	
  Council	
  perspective	
  
– Ron	
  Yarnell,	
  Brooks	
  Range	
  Council	
  
11:30	
   Working	
  Group	
  discussion	
   	
  
12:00	
  –	
  1:15	
  PM	
  	
  	
  LUNCH	
  
	
  	
  1:15	
   Management	
  Agency	
  Reports	
  regarding	
  WAH-related	
  topics	
  
1:15	
   Alaska	
  Department	
  of	
  Fish	
  and	
  Game,	
  Steve	
  Machida	
  	
  
1:30	
   Bureau	
  of	
  Land	
  Management,	
  Shelly	
  Jacobson	
  	
  
1:50	
   National	
  Park	
  Service,	
  Frank	
  Hays	
  
2:10	
   US	
  Fish	
  and	
  Wildlife	
  Service,	
  Tina	
  Moran	
  
2:30	
   Efforts	
  to	
  Address	
  and	
  Resolve	
  User	
  Conflicts	
  
Anaktuvuk	
  Pass	
  meeting	
  regarding	
  user	
  conflicts	
  (November	
  1-‐2,	
  2013)	
  	
  
Unit	
  23	
  Working	
  Group	
  –	
  update	
  on	
  status,	
  issues	
  addressed,	
  progress	
  
Observations	
  from	
  Federal	
  Aviation	
  Administration	
  
Working	
  Group	
  observations	
  and	
  discussion	
  
	
  3:15	
  –	
  3:30	
  PM	
  

BREAK	
  

	
  3:30	
   Complete	
  Technical	
  Committee	
  report	
  (as	
  needed)	
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3:45	
   Business	
  Meeting	
  	
  
Approval	
  of	
  WG	
  Meeting	
  Summary	
  –	
  December	
  5-‐6,	
  2012	
  
	
  

Membership/Committees	
  
– Election	
  of	
  Chair	
  
– Review	
  members	
  seated	
  on	
  committees	
  
Caribou	
  Trails	
  –	
  brief	
  recap	
  of	
  topics	
  for	
  next	
  issue,	
  based	
  on	
  discussion	
  at	
  the	
  
Working	
  Group	
  meeting	
  (Meghan	
  Nedwick,	
  ADF&G)	
  

	
  

Old	
  Business	
  
– Future	
  budget	
  for	
  Working	
  Group	
  (Peter	
  Bente,	
  Shelly	
  Jacobson)	
  
– Comparison	
  of	
  costs	
  for	
  alternative	
  meeting	
  locations	
  (Shelly	
  Jacobson)	
  

	
  

New	
  Business	
  (Action	
  Items)	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Assignments	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Next	
  Meeting:	
  Date	
  ________________	
  Location__________________	
  

	
  4:40	
   Closing	
  Comments	
  –	
  Working	
  Group	
  members	
  
	
  5:00	
   ADJOURN	
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Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group
Technical Committee Report
December 3, 2013 – Anchorage, Alaska
The Technical Committee (TC) met on December 3, 2013 at the Clarion Hotel in Anchorage.
Present were resource agency staff and Working Group (WG) members to discuss technical
issues related to conservation and management of the Western Arctic Caribou Herd. The
following is a list of meeting highlights and TC recommendations for consideration by the WG.
Attendance: Working Group – Roy Ashenfelter, Phil Driver, Wendy Loya, Darcie Warden
(alternate). Agency staff: ADF&G - Peter Bente, Steve Machida, Jim Dau, Brandon Saito, Lincoln
Parrett, Nikki Braem, Karen Mitchell. BLM –Tim Hammond, Erin Julianus, Dave Yokel, Cara
Staab, John Erlich Sr. NPS – Frank Hays, Kyle Joly, Jim Lawler, Jeff Rasic, Andrew Ackerman.
USFWS – Tina Moran, John DeLapp, Kenton Moos. BOEM – Chris Crews. Visitors – Gabriela
Halas, John Trent. Meeting facilitator – Jan Caulfield
1. Status and Condition of the Herd
•
•
•
•

The last census was in July 2011 – 325,000 caribou (bull:cow ratio 42:100)
A current census is in progress – photography was completed in July 2013; counting is on
going; the census count will be available in a few months.
Continued declining trend in population size
Declining bull:cow ratios

Based on population size and trend in the herd (WACH Cooperative Management Plan, 2011, see
Table 1, pg. 17) the herd is at a “Liberal” Management and Harvest Level. However, ADF&G
expects that the herd will transition to a “Conservative” Management and Harvest Level within
the next several years, due to a declining population trend and reduction in the bull:cow ratio. If
harvest does not change, the factors of declining population and declining bull:cow ratio will
work together to increase the rate of decline in the herd.
It is important to continue to outreach to the public regarding the herd’s status and possible need
for changes in management in the future. Once the 2013 count is available, outreach will include
ADF&G press release, front-page article in Caribou Trails, and communication with the Working
Group and other interested groups.
The TC recommends that, after ADF&G provides a briefing on the herd’s population status and
trends, the WG talk at the 2013 meeting about what types of changes in harvest / management
might be needed in the future, under different population conditions.
2. Winter Weather Data
The TC discussed the status of weather station projects and the collection of winter weather data
within the range of the herd, being carried out by various agencies. The TC discussed the
importance of collecting and analyzing winter weather data, to better understand how it affects
the abundance and distribution of the herd. It is also important to present the data in a way that is
useful to the WG and to others.
The TC recommends development of an interagency strategy for collecting winter weather data,
which would address:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Key data that should be collected (highest priority for funding), such as temperature,
precipitation, wind speed and direction
More efficient / cost-effective ways to collect data; potential for interagency
collaboration
How data would be summarized and stored on-line, for easier access and use
Plan for data analysis and communication of key findings
Additional data sources to include, such as Caribou Round Table database (local
observations on weather), GPS collars on caribou (which include weather sensors)
Future potential collaboration, such as with Northwest Arctic Borough science division,
citizen scientists, etc.

This interagency strategy and collaboration would improve and enhance progress on a priority
information need identified in 2011, to “create a multi-agency network for documenting weather
and climate data from across the WACH seasonal range”.
While many types of weather data are useful, Jim Dau noted that it is most important to know
about: (1) weather parameters that may affect caribou’s ability to travel and to get food, and (2)
how long conditions that may inhibit travel and feeding persist in a season.
Interagency group members will include: Jeff Rasic (lead) and Pam Sousannes, NPS; Tim
Hammond, BLM; Tina Moran, USFWS; Jim Dau and Brandon Saito, ADF&G; Dave Gustine,
USGS. Jeff Rasic will start the process via email and teleconferencing. The group will present a
draft strategy to the TC and WG at the 2014 meeting.
3. Teshekpuk Caribou Herd (TCH) – Amount Necessary for Subsistence
ADF&G staff from the Wildlife Conservation and Subsistence Division provided a short
presentation to the TC about the Board of Game’s upcoming consideration of Proposal 23, to
review the customary and traditional (subsistence) uses of the TCH and to designate an Amount
Necessary for Subsistence.
The TC recommends that the WG give close attention to this Board of Game proposal, as it has
the potential to affect the ANS designation for the WAH (set in 1992 at 8,000-12,000 caribou).
The TC also suggests that the WG have a member in attendance at the January 10-13, 2014 Board
meeting in Kotzebue, where the Board may take action on this proposal.
4. Caribou Roundtable
Since 2011, during the Caribou Roundtable the WG has been answering a consistent set of
questions regarding weather, herd status, predation, and other topics. This local knowledge shared
by the WG members has been entered into a database by the USFWS that has not yet been shared
with others.
At its 2013 meeting, the WG will continue its discussion on making the Caribou Roundtable
database open to others. While the TC respectfully recognizes that this is a WG decision, the TC
suggests that the WG consider making the database public, so that others can benefit from this
resource of local knowledge. The information collected through the Roundtable is quite
generalized, does not include sensitive information about harvest levels or locations., It has the
value as shared data with the ‘voice of the WG’.
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5. Identification and Tracking of Research Priorities
In 2011, the TC developed a list of priority “Information/Data Needs” identified by the NPS,
ADF&G, USFWS, BLM and WG members. The TC reviewed the 2011 list and identified new
topics to add to the list. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Add to #5: (b) … subsistence harvest data … from communities, and patterns of use.
Add to #5: (e) Abundance and distribution of caribou (e.g., fall composition, spring
recruitment, calving and parturition data).
Add to #5: (f) Increased effort on analysis of causes of mortality (e.g. timely visits to mort
sites; assessment of ‘what happened?’)
Add: Traditional ecological knowledge projects
Add: Analysis of impacts from resource development (e.g., proposed Ambler road
project, impacts from existing Red Dog Road, cumulative impacts)

The TC will annually update this list of “Information/Data Needs’. It recommends that the annual
updates to the summary list of research projects being conducted / related to the WAH be crossreferenced and listed under the Information/Data Needs to help show the work that is associated
with the priority data needs identified for the herd .
6. Landscape Conservation Cooperatives (LCC)
John DeLapp, Coordinator for the Northwest Boreal LCC, provided an update on the status of the
three LCCs within the range of the herd (Arctic LCC, Western Alaska LCC, Northwest Boreal
LCC). The Arctic LCC will not be issuing an RFP in 2014, but is focusing its available funding
on interdisciplinary studies (physical processes; long-term ecological monitoring). It has funded
projects relevant to the WAH in the past. The next opportunity for funding through the Western
Alaska LCC would be in 2016-2017, when the LCC focuses on projects in the terrestrial
ecosystem. The NW Boreal LCC will be issuing an RFP in January 2014 and will provide notice
to the TC.
7. Seward Peninsula Caribou
ADF&G would like to receive about 20-30 tissue samples (and jaws) from caribou/reindeer on
the Seward Peninsula in the summer months. Tissue would be analyzed to address the Reindeer
Herders Association’s (RHA) questions regarding intermingling of caribou and reindeer on the
peninsula. Frank Hays, NPS, indicated that Jeanette Pomerenke Koelsch from the NPS would be
available to work with Jim Dau, ADF&G on this request, and can go to Shishmaref to work with
the community to encourage their participation.
The Technical Committee meeting adjourned at 3:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:
Peter Bente, Agency Representative to the WACH Working Group
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Motions Acted Upon at WACH WG Meeting
December 5-6, 2012
Call to Order & Introductory Sections

•

Motion to accept nominations and appoint the following made by Tom Gray, second by
Allen Barrette: Chair 1 Grant Klotz, alternate George Jacoby; Chair 2 alternate Percy
Ballott; Chair 5 Allen Barrette; Chair 11 alternate Micky Stickman. Motion carried
unanimously.

•

Motion to approve agenda as presented, by Tom Gray, seconded by Wendy Loya. Addition
of presentation of Reindeer Herders Association resolution to agenda. Motion carried
unanimously.

Caribou Roundtable

•

Motion to make the caribou roundtable database public through the Working Group’s
website, with names of Working Group members and agency note-takers removed, made by
Tom Gray, seconded by Grant Klotz. Motion carried 12-1.

Board of Game Proposals

•

Motion to support Proposal 29, by Grant Klotz, seconded by Cyrus Harris. Motion failed
unanimously. Allen Barrette abstained.

Reindeer Association Resolution

•

Motion to support RHA Resolution 2013-01, by Tom Gray, seconded by Morris Nassuk.
Motion passed 7 to 4.

Business Meeting

•

Motion to approve the Executive Summary and complete minutes for December 2012, by
Allen Barrette and seconded by Cyrys Harris. Motion carried unanimously.

•

Motion to nominate Vern Cleveland as chair, by Morris Nassuk and seconded by Tom Gray.
Motion to nominate Cyrus Harris as chair, by Wendy Loya (no second needed). By closed
ballot, Vern Cleveland was elected WG Chair for 2014-2016 with eight votes, to Cyrus
Harris’s six votes.

•

Motion to nominate Cyrus Harris to serve the two years remaining in Vern Cleveland’s term
as WG Vice-Chair, by Tom Gray (no second needed). Motion by Tom Gray to close
nominations (no second needed). No objections.

•

Motion to schedule next WG meeting on December 17-18, 2014 in Anchorage, with
Technical Committee meeting on December 16, made by Ted Frankson, second by Vern
Cleveland. Motion carried unanimously.

Adjournment

•

Motion to adjourn made by Morris Nassuk, seconded by Judy Jesperson. Motion carried
unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 4:56 p.m. on December 5, 2013.	
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Assignments Made at WACH WG Meeting
December 4-5, 2013
Herd Status

•

Outreach re: herd population status and trends: Communication Committee to work with
Meghan Nedwick, ADF&G, to continue outreach regarding WAH population and trends
and possible future need for management changes, including outreach that will reach
Alaskan hunters from outside the range (e.g., Anchorage). Urge ACs and hunters to take
local action to conserve – do not overharvest, be responsible local users of the caribou
resource. Key messages need to be shown in draft to the full WG before they are
distributed to the public. (Note that this topic was featured in the 2013 issue of Caribou
Trails.) (Communication Committee, assisted by Meghan Nedwick, ADF&G)

•

Bull:Cow Ratio – Executive Committee to work with biologists to consider the minimum
bull:cow ratio of 40:100 set in the 2011 WAH Management Plan. Should this ratio be
lowered? (Executive Committee, assisted by agency caribou biologists)

Communications Committee Report

•

The WG asked the Communication Committee to more actively use other existing
Facebook sites (e.g., USFWS, NPS) to post information about the WAH and to
periodically post several of the caribou roundtable questions. Report back in 2014
regarding what was posted and what was heard in comments. How did this work as a
communication tool? (Meghan Nedwick, Brittany Sweeney, Communication Committee)

Technical Committee Report

•

TC will develop an interagency strategy for collecting winter weather data, which would
address key data to collect, more efficient/cost-effective ways to collect data, how data
would be summarized and stored on-line, plan for data analysis and communication of
key findings, additional data sources to include, future potential collaboration with other
scientists. The group will present a draft strategy to the WG at its 2014 meeting.
(Assigned to: Jeff Rasic, NPS (lead); Pam Sousannes, NPS; Tim Hammond, BLM; Tina
Moran, USFWS; Jim Dau, ADF&G; Brandon Saito, ADF&G; Dave Gustine, USGS).

•

TC will add additional topics to the list of priority “Information/Data Needs” related to
the WAH. The TC will annually update this list. It further recommends that the summary
list of research projects that are underway be cross-referenced to the information/data
needs list, to show the work that is being done to address data gaps. (Jan Caulfield, with
assistance of Tim Hammond (BLM) and Wendy Loya (WG member).

Old Business

•

Comparison of costs for alternative meeting locations – Shelly Jacobson (BLM) will
follow through on WG’s earlier request to compare costs for meeting locations in
Anchorage vs. locations within the range of the herd.
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New Business

•

Board of Game Proposals: Executive Committee to prepare a letter to the Board of Game
after December 27, 2013 regarding Proposal 23 (Teshekpuk caribou herd, Amount
Necessary for Subsistence) and Proposal 29 (sale of caribou antlers). Chair or Vice-Chair
to attend Board of Game meeting to testify, as well as to present the 2011 WAH
Cooperative Management Plan. (Executive Committee, staffed by Jan Caulfield)

•

Digital photo equipment: Write letter from WG to ADF&G supporting purchase of digital
photography equipment for wildlife census. (Executive Committee)	
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Meeting Attendance (Agency, Public)
Type of
Participant
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Agency
Media
Media
Media
Media
Organization

First
Name
Steve
Peter
Nicole
Jim
Karen
Meghan
Lincoln
Brandon
Geoff
Lisa
Marie
Mark
Mike
John
Shelly
Alan
Merben
John
Gary
Tim
Steve
Jolie
Cara
Dave
Erin
Chris
Patricia
Mary
Andrew
Jeff
Frank
Kyle
Jim
Gabriela
John
Melinda
Kenton
Tina
Brittany
Tim
Tom
Eva
Yereth
Jillian
Laureli
Laurie
Melanie

Last Name

Organization

Location

Machida
Bente
Braem
Dau
Mitchell
Nedwick
Parrett
Saito
Carroll
Olson
Steele
Davis
Catsi
Moller
Jacobson
Bittner
Cebrian
Erlich
Foreman
Hammond
Hartmann
Pollet
Staab
Yokel
Julianus
Crews
Lora
Romero
Ackerman
Rasic
Hays
Joly
Lawler
Halas
DeLapp
Burke
Moos
Moran
Sweeney
Woody
Evans
Patton
Rosen
Rogers
Kinneen
McNicholas
Smith

Anchorage
Nome

Organization

Joan

Frankevich

ADF&G
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADF&G	
  
ADNR
AIDEA
AIDEA
Alaska Governor's Office
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BOEM
Corps of Engineers
Corps of Engineers
National Park Service
National Park Service
NPS
NPS
NPS
UAF
USFWS Service
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS OSM
USFWS OSM
Alaska Dispatch
Arctic Sounder
KNOM
Nome Nugget
Audubon
National Parks
Conservation Association

Organization

Rosemary

Ahtuangaruk

North Slope Regional
Advisory Council

Barrow

Organization

Pam

Miller

Northern Alaska
Environmental Center

Fairbanks

Kotzebue

Kotzebue
Anchorage

Fairbanks
Anchorage

Fairbanks

Anchorage

Anchorage
Anchorage
Fairbanks
Fairbanks
Kotzebue

Fairbanks
Anchorage
Anchorage

Anchorage
Anchorage
Anchorage
Fritz Creek
Nome
Anchorage
Anchorage
Anchorage
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Type of
Participant

First
Name

Last Name

Organization

Location

Organization

Jill

Yordy

Northern Alaska
Environmental Center

Fairbanks

Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization

Lindsey
Lois
Barrett
Nicole
Robert

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Tribal
Tribal
Tribal
Tribal

PJ
Maryellen
Roy
Chris
Ron
Patricia
Earl
Helen
John
John
Josephine
Raymond
Virginia
Colleen
Alex

Simon
Tuttell
Ashenfelter
Eckert
Yarnell
Fay-Brazil
Kingik
Mitchell
Schoen
Trent
Woods
Stoney
Commack
Sheldon
Sheldon

Sierra Club
The Wilderness Society
The Wilderness Society
The Wilderness Society
Western Interior
Resource Advisory
Council

Anchorage

Organization

Hajduk
Epstein
Ristroph
WhittingtonEvans
Walker

Dowl Engineering
Kawerak, Inc.
Teck, Inc.

Anchorage
Anchorage
Anvik
Allakaket

Accompanied guest elder

Nome
Anchorage
Fairbanks
Ambler
Point Hope
Shungnak

Guest elder
Kiana Traditional Council
Native Village of Ambler
Kobuk Traditional Council
Kobuk Traditional Council

Anchorage
Shungnak
Kiana
Ambler
Kobuk
Kobuk
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WACH	
  WG	
  Meeting	
  2013	
  
Caribou	
  Roundtable	
  Discussion	
  
Responses	
  to	
  Questionnaire	
  on	
  Observations	
  about	
  Caribou	
  	
  

	
  
North	
  Slope	
  Region	
  
Working Group members: Oliver Peetok (Wainwright), Judy Jesperson (Brooks Range Aviation,
responding in terms of flying on North Slope)
Contributed to notes: Dave Yokel (BLM), Lincoln Parrett (ADF&G)
Physical Environment
1. When did freeze-up occur? How does this compare with past years? How about the first
snowfall? How about break-up?
• Wainwright – Still on-going (especially the ocean); takes awhile in Wainwright. Safe on
rivers just last month (November 2013). Rivers and lakes were still open in midSeptember 2013. Several cycles of freeze/thaw this fall. Freeze up is later than in past
years. Dustings of snow fell in early September, but couldn’t use snow machine until
Halloween. Ice went out in late June this year. Later than usual.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Lakes were still open on the 12th-15th of
September 2013 (usually freeze on the 7th or so). Freeze up was late in 2013. However,
spring 2013 breakup was also late.
2. What did you notice about snow depth and icing?
• Wainwright – Not much snow so far in 2013. Mostly dry snow. No rain on snow / icing
events this fall. Last spring, snow was average.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Now has average depth of snow. Snow stayed
longer last spring (2013).
3. What were winds like in winter? In summer?
• Wainwright – Storms not as bad as previous winters. Summer was windy.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Pilots didn’t complain about winds. No smoke /
fires.
4. Has there been any unusual weather this year? If so, what kind? (For example, strong
winds, storms, much/little rain or snow, etc.)
• Wainwright – Nothing unusual.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Late breakup in spring 2013 was very notable.
Two freeze-ups this fall – early and late.
5. Has there been anything else noteworthy this year regarding the air, rivers and lakes, or
land? (For example, occurrences of fire that may have impacted caribou range,
good/poor vegetation growth, late/early freeze, erosion, etc.)
• Wainwright – More grass & sedges growth (taller than usual). Good berry year.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Lack of fire. Lots of berries.
Caribou
6. When were caribou present in your area? When did they first arrive? When were they
last seen? How does this compare with past years?
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Wainwright – Caribou seen any time of the year, as always.
Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Can only relate this question to times when they
are guiding. But, caribou were in normal areas this fall and stayed later (12th-15th) before
moving south through the Brooks Range. Numbers of caribou were good / normal. More
large caribou.

7. How many caribou were in your area? What was the composition of the herd like
(calves, males/females)? How does this compare with past years?
• Wainwright – Lots of caribou, year round. Hunting success very high. Lots of calves.
Fewer barren cows. A decent number of bulls.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Lots of caribou in fall (normal). Movement
began as a trickle, then full migration. Seemed like plenty of bulls.
8. If you harvested caribou, how did the meat and skins compare with past years? What
did you notice about fat? Parasites?
• Wainwright – Same as previous years. Females pretty fat. Healthy overall.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Nothing unusual. No excessive parasites.
9. Were there any other notable changes regarding caribou compared with past years?
• Wainwright – Nothing notable.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Nothing notable.
Other Animals
10. What did you notice about bears and wolves in your area?
• Wainwright – A lot of people catching more wolves and wolverines, but few bears.
Wolves closer to villages. No problem with bears at cabins.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Lots of wolf and bear sightings by clients. Also a
few wolves staying near Bettles.
10-A. How did these predators affect caribou in your area? (New question in 2013)
• Wainwright – Predators brought caribou closer to town. Some wolf mortality. Some sign
of wolverines eating caribou, but not sure if they killed them.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Pilots report wolves attacking caribou, but
nothing unusual.
11. Have there been any notable changes regarding other animals in your area, compared
with past years? (For example, new animals arriving in your area, or animals that you
do not see much of any more, or changes in behavior or body condition)
• Wainwright – Lynx killed near Barrow. Not as many ptarmigan. Saw muskox on Kuk
River in July (say two, unusual as they are usually few and far between).
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Problem with wolves killing sheep in central
Brooks Range, especially east of the haul road on the north side of the range. Larger wolf
packs. More muskox along the Noatak. Fewer hares lately.
Other Comments
12. How do people in the communities use caribou, other than for meat (e.g., clothing)?
• Wainwright – Hides for tents. Antlers for carving. Clothing (“I got a new jacket from
nephew”). Hides from late August. Tendons for sewing whaling boats.
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Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Not many elders left in Evansville, so mostly use
of meat there and in Allakaket. Some use of hides for crafts.

13. What types of exploration and development or other activity have you noticed in the
region that may be impacting caribou?
• Wainwright – Not noticing yet, but may be a lot in the future. Some air traffic, but
haven’t heard of effects on caribou or hunters.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – A lot of helicopters along the John and Alatna
Rivers, related to potential road development. Noisy for guided hunts.
14. What have you noticed regarding any conflicts between local and non-local hunting in
the area of your community? Do you have suggestions for how to reduce conflicts?
• Wainwright – No non-local hunters. No conflicts.
• Brooks Range Aviation (North Slope) – Do not guide near local hunters.
15. Is there anything else that you have seen this year that you would like to mention?
• Wainwright – Heard that last year or before, reports of caped-out caribou (several? 10?)
between Wainwright and Atqasuk. Possibly two summers ago? Hearsay.
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Seward	
  Peninsula	
  
Working Group members: Morris Nassuk (Koyuk), Roy Ashenfelter (Nome), Tom Gray (Nome),
Grant Klotz (Anchorage Advisory Committee)
Contributed to notes: Kyle Joly (NPS), Nikki Braem (ADF&G)
Physical Environment
1. When did freeze-up occur? How does this compare with past years? How about the first
snowfall? How about break-up?
• Full freeze-up hasn’t really happened yet (as of December 4, 2013)
• Nome – Freeze-up very late this year (2013), maybe 1 to 1.5 months late; freeze-up now
in late November; used to be around October 10.
• Koyuk – First freeze-up in October 2013, but high water and wind opened up river again.
River is sort of frozen right now, still had Lesser Canadian geese hanging around on
October 28th; maybe 4 inches of snow right now (Dec. 4, 2013).
2. What did you notice about snow depth and icing?
• Nome – Very little snow. Last year (2012) they were able to drive to Pilgrim River area
on Christmas Eve; normally the Kougarok Road is closed by snow in November. Not the
case this year. Just north of Nome it is still brown tundra right now.
• Koyuk – About 4 inches of snow right now (Dec. 4, 2013)
3. What were winds like in winter? In summer?
• Strong winds in early winter 2013.
4. Has there been any unusual weather this year? If so, what kind? (For example, strong
winds, storms, much/little rain or snow, etc.)
• Weather generally – storms are not unusual anymore. Last year it was cold all fall but
little snow. This year (2013) it is warmer, but there is storm after storm and no snow.
5. Has there been anything else noteworthy this year regarding the air, rivers and lakes, or
land? (For example, occurrences of fire that may have impacted caribou range,
good/poor vegetation growth, late/early freeze, erosion, etc.)
• Nothing to report.
Caribou
6. When were caribou present in your area? When did they first arrive? When were they
last seen? How does this compare with past years?
• Nome – Caribou were late arriving to Seward Peninsula. Moved farther west on
peninsula than usual. Moved in rapidly.
• Koyuk – Seemed like caribou arrived with first snow.
7. How many caribou were in your area? What was the composition of the herd like
(calves, males/females)? How does this compare with past years?
• Nome – Probably 100,000-150,000 caribou on Seward Peninsula now (Dec. 2013).
• Koyuk – mixed age and sex ratios.
• Caribou use areas with less feed than what reindeer would tolerate.
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8. If you harvested caribou, how did the meat and skins compare with past years? What
did you notice about fat? Parasites?
• A lot of the caribou were fairly lean. Cows fatter than bulls.
• August was best time to get caribou.
• First group of hunters that encounter them, they are not wary. For later groups they are
“seen a half mile away and they’re running”.
9. Were there any other notable changes regarding caribou compared with past years?
• Nulato Hills – Not really using the Nulato Hills area like they did in the 1980s through
mid-1990s. Shifted away from wintering in the Nulato Hills in the late 1990s. Used to
come down the Kiwalik and then hug the north side of the Bendeleben Mountains; did
not do that this year, are hanging farther north and west.
• Noticed the migration didn’t cross the Kougarok Road (though there isn’t a lot of road
traffic).
Other Animals
10. What did you notice about bears and wolves in your area?
• Seeing wolves, wolverines, lynx
• Koyuk - wolves seem to be showing up when caribou arrive. Some smaller resident packs
up the Koyuk River; on the Inglutalik there is a pack of 20 or more.
• Seward Peninsula - lynx have moved very far west on to the Peninsula.
• At Shaktoolik, someone got a wolf hanging around the dump.
10-A. How did these predators affect caribou in your area? (New question in 2013)
• Seward Peninsula – Wolves kill caribou and also impact the reindeer industry.
• TEK reports that lynx kill caribou.
11. Have there been any notable changes regarding other animals in your area, compared
with past years? (For example, new animals arriving in your area, or animals that you
do not see much of any more, or changes in behavior or body condition)
• In recent years there have been a lot of rabbits, but they are cycling down.
Other Comments
12. How do people in the communities use caribou, other than for meat (e.g., clothing)?
• Use of caribou pretty much the same, although skins are not used as much anymore.
13. What types of exploration and development or other activity have you noticed in the
region that may be impacting caribou?
• Mining development – seems to be “junior companies” wanting to find minerals and then
sell out to a larger interest. Revisiting areas mined in the past.
• Bluff – mineral exploration
• Graphite Mountains in the Sawtooths
• GCI repeater sites on at Koyuk and Shaktoolik areas which have generators and other
noise associated with them.
14. What have you noticed regarding any conflicts between local and non-local hunting in
the area of your community? Do you have suggestions for how to reduce conflicts?
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Not really much user conflict.

15. Is there anything else that you have seen this year that you would like to mention?
• Only about six active reindeer herders left on Seward Peninsula.
• Concern about summer resident caribou and affect on reindeer industry.
• Bad fishing year.
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Koyukuk	
  and	
  Middle	
  Yukon	
  Region	
  
Working Group members: Benedict Jones (Koyukuk), Pollock Simon (Allakaket), Allen Barrette
(Fairbanks). Darcy Warden (Alternate for Conservationists) also sat in.
Contributed to notes: Tim Hammond and Erin Julianus (BLM)
Physical Environment
1. When did freeze-up occur? How does this compare with past years? How about the first
snowfall? How about break-up?
• First year that had rain until November.
• Still running boats in November.
• Freeze-up November 24th on Yukon, Koyukuk. Late freeze-up but ice is smoother in
2013 than in 2012.
• Couldn’t go out trapping until October 15 in Fairbanks/Livengood areas.
• Breakup in spring 2013 was late. (In Fairbanks, significant snowfall on May 15.)
• Late spring affected waterfowl.
• Mentioned Galena flood. After the flood, the river was good during breakup. They had
anticipated more flooding downstream of Bishop Rock, but it wasn’t as bad as they
thought.
2. What did you notice about snow depth and icing?
• Currently 8” of snow in Middle Yukon (early December 2013).
3. What were winds like in winter? In summer?
• Fairbanks – winds were bad; storm with ice and freezing rain.
• Galena has strong winds at the same time as Fairbanks.
• Not bad winds at Allakaket.
4. Has there been any unusual weather this year? If so, what kind? (For example, strong
winds, storms, much/little rain or snow, etc.)
• Lots of rain. Only two weeks of good weather in July.
• High water in lakes due to late rains. Past two years, lakes were quite dry, but this year
they filled back up. Moisture in Pacific is warmer because of climate change.
• This seems to be affecting the fish. No salmon; not enough nutrition, so came back
smaller. Good run for summer and fall chum.
• Leaves stayed on the trees until late October. Moose stayed up in the hills because there
was food available. Very different.
5. Has there been anything else noteworthy this year regarding the air, rivers and lakes, or
land? (For example, occurrences of fire that may have impacted caribou range,
good/poor vegetation growth, late/early freeze, erosion, etc.)
• Nothing additional to responses above.
Caribou
6. When were caribou present in your area? When did they first arrive? When were they
last seen? How does this compare with past years?
Koyukuk
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No caribou in Koyukuk. This fall (2013) there were WAH caribou on the north river bank
at the Yukon River Bridge. First time they’ have been there in 40 years.
Allakaket
• No caribou yet in 2013.
• Before they put in the haul road they always had caribou all winter. When they put in the
road, they didn’t come around anymore. However, now they are starting to come back.
Two years ago, caribou came from the west to Allakaket. Mentioned “good caribou
harvest in the Ray Mountains.
Fairbanks
• Fairbanks hunters generally hunt 40-mile or haul road. Pretty normal year for hunting.

•

7. How many caribou were in your area? What was the composition of the herd like
(calves, males/females)? How does this compare with past years?
• Nothing additional to responses above.
8. If you harvested caribou, how did the meat and skins compare with past years? What
did you notice about fat? Parasites?
• Caribou appeared to be in good shape.
9. Were there any other notable changes regarding caribou compared with past years?
• Friends from Anaktuvuk Pass said caribou were two weeks late coming into the area.
• Has heard the same from Shungnak.
Other Animals
10. What did you notice about bears and wolves in your area?
Koyukuk
• Wolves normal.
• Bears (grizzlies) increasing every year. They are killing black bears. Lot’s of grizzly
tracks. (Old timers used to eat grizzlies, but not anymore.)
Allakaket
• Lots of grizzlies, increasing.
• Hardly any moose.
• Wolf predator control effort – ADF&G shot 42 last winter.
Fairbanks
• Good numbers of both bears and wolves.
10-A. How did these predators affect caribou in your area? (New question in 2013)
• Usually, if there are caribou, wolf packs will follow them. However, there weren’t
caribou in the area this year.
11. Have there been any notable changes regarding other animals in your area, compared
with past years? (For example, new animals arriving in your area, or animals that you
do not see much of any more, or changes in behavior or body condition)
• Climate change affecting habitat.
• “Due to climate change, there is less fur.”
• Moose had velvet ten days longer than normal.
• King salmon are smaller and younger. Good chum runs.
• Fewer waterfowl in the area in the past ten years. Migrate back south earlier. Not as many
young this year.
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Muskrat and mink decline over past 20 years due to high water. Pike get caught in the
lakes and kill the muskrat and ducks.
Pike live to be over 100 years old. Pollock caught a 42” pike in net this year.

Other Comments
12. How do people in the communities use caribou, other than for meat (e.g., clothing)?
Koyukuk
• Leggings, shoes, parka, nets from hides, great winter mattress (last long if you take care
of them).
Allakaket
• Winter mattress, bones for scrapers, skin for sewing, horns as handles for knives.
Fairbanks
• Home décor, taxidermy.
13. What types of exploration and development or other activity have you noticed in the
region that may be impacting caribou?
• Haul road has affected the migration. Road construction particularly affected caribou –
they don’t like the lights and stay away.
• Concern that Red Dog Road affects migration.
• Concerns about road to Ambler.
14. What have you noticed regarding any conflicts between local and non-local hunting in
the area of your community? Do you have suggestions for how to reduce conflicts?
Koyukuk
• Just for moose, not for caribou. Drawing permits for moose – 150 permits this year, but
only 20 permit holders came through.
Allakaket
• No issues.
Fairbanks
• Nothing recent.
15. Is there anything else that you have seen this year that you would like to mention?
Koyukuk
• Very concerned about Ambler Road and its impacts. “Hard times will be ahead in this
area.” “Once the road is put in things will maybe be cheaper, but this will come at a
cost.”
Allakaket
• Live in same way as grandfather and father. Want to preserve the caribou and lifestyle.
This is why we come to meetings like this.
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Kotzebue	
  Sound	
  /	
  GMU	
  23	
  Region	
  
Working Group members: Vern Cleveland (Noorvik), Cyrus Harris (Kotzebue), Phil Driver
(Anchorage, Unit 23 guide)
Contributed to notes: Jim Dau and Brandon Saito (ADF&G)
Physical Environment
1. When did freeze-up occur? How does this compare with past years? How about the first
snowfall? How about break-up?
• Breakup – early in 2013. Dangerous ice conditions. Difficult spring hunting.
• More flooding and lots of erosion. River courses straightening due to erosion.
• Freeze up – Fall started normal, but then more southeast winds caused thaw (high
temperatures, high water) until a couple of weeks ago. November storms.
• Cyrus noted that when he was a kid, by end of October there was solid ice from Kotzebue
to Sisoalik.
2. What did you notice about snow depth and icing?
• Little snow this fall (2-3”).
• Caused ice to thicken rapidly. Could only net fish for two weeks.
3. What were winds like in winter? In summer?
• Strong winds this fall, from S, SW, SE.
• Summer was windy too.
4.

Has there been any unusual weather this year? If so, what kind? (For example, strong
winds, storms, much/little rain or snow, etc.)
• Strong S and SE winds on coast.
• Lots of rain late in season, even yesterday (Dec. 3) in Kotzebue.
• Unusually warm this fall.
• Almost no snow this year.
• Ice too thin to travel at Halloween.

5. Has there been anything else noteworthy this year regarding the air, rivers and lakes, or
land? (For example, occurrences of fire that may have impacted caribou range,
good/poor vegetation growth, late/early freeze, erosion, etc.)
• Very late freeze-up.
Caribou
6. When were caribou present in your area? When did they first arrive? When were they
last seen? How does this compare with past years?
- Late migration, but very healthy when they did show up. Both bulls and cows were fat.
- Kobuk - Bulls arrived in late September, just in time before rut.
- Kivalina – Cows harvested; bulls too stink.
- Sisoalik – Arrived October; healthy cows.
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7. How many caribou were in your area? What was the composition of the herd like
(calves, males/females)? How does this compare with past years?
• Once they arrived, there were LOTS along coast and Noorvik.
• Lots of bulls. Few boats got more than five per day.
• Caribou fat.
8. If you harvested caribou, how did the meat and skins compare with past years? What
did you notice about fat? Parasites?
• In general, caribou are fat and in good shape.
• No evidence of parasites (much less than compared to ten years ago).
9. Were there any other notable changes regarding caribou compared with past years?
• Late fall migration, but probably following the weather.
• Kivalina caribou coming from Noatak; different migration path.
Other Animals
10. What did you notice about bears and wolves in your area?
• Bears –
– Sisoalik - More bears along coast, very different than in the past. At Sisoalik, never
saw tracks before, but now have to carry a gun while berry picking.
– Noorvik - Lots of brown and black bears, even near towns. Twenty years ago there
were no bears; now numerous. Need to liberalize regulations to get more bears.
– Shungnak – Lots of bears (brown and black).
– Kivalina / Deering – Elders say there are a lot more bears.
• Wolves – Lots of wolves; more than in the past. A lot of wolves around villages. Eat the
best part of the caribou. At Shungnak, found two moose side by side completely eaten.
10-A. How did these predators affect caribou in your area? (New question in 2013)
• Wolves probably kill more caribou than do bears.
• Along coast, heard of wolves killing caribou and leaving behind uneaten.
• Wolverines take caribou too.
11. Have there been any notable changes regarding other animals in your area, compared
with past years? (For example, new animals arriving in your area, or animals that you
do not see much of any more, or changes in behavior or body condition)
• Beavers are moving downriver, even to Kotzebue and Kivalina. Forty years ago there
were no beavers in the Wulik and Kivalina Rivers.
• Fewer muskrats now (used to be thousands, now lucky to see one).
• More grasses in Kobuk Delta, as well as pond lily (Nymphaea).
• More frogs in Kotzebue and Noorvik area, just this year (2013).
Other Comments
12. How do people in the communities use caribou, other than for meat (e.g., clothing)?
• Still saving hides for blankets, seats, sleds. But nobody sewing. Most skin sewers are
gone.
13. What types of exploration and development or other activity have you noticed in the
region that may be impacting caribou?
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Bornite
Roads to Resources
Red Dog road might be changing migration. Should have no blasting during migration
(August, September). Sound travels a long ways.
Kivalina – seeing lots more non-local hunters.

14. What have you noticed regarding any conflicts between local and non-local hunting in
the area of your community? Do you have suggestions for how to reduce conflicts?
• Kivalina – more non-local hunters.
• Noatak – also seeing quite a few non-local hunters.
15. Is there anything else that you have seen this year that you would like to mention?
• Lots of moose near Noorvik; healthy.
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Department of
Fish and Game

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
PO Box 1148
Nome, Alaska 99762
Peter Bente: 907.443.2271
Steve Machida: 907.267.2421

ADFG Agency Report: Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group


The Division of Wildlife Conservation (Region 5: Arctic/Western Region) within ADFG
currently allocates about 30% of our operating budget for arctic caribou herd management
and research. We have one full-time Wildlife Biologist based at Kotzebue who is assigned
to conduct Western Arctic Herd (WACH) research and management activities, and
biologists from our Nome, Kotzebue, Barrow and Fairbanks offices assist with the field
work and data analyses. Region 5 also has one full-time Wildlife Biologist based at
Fairbanks who is assigned to conduct research and management activities for the
Teshekpuk Lake caribou herd on the North Slope.



Field activities in our WACH program include a biennial photo census, fall composition
surveys, spring recruitment surveys, caribou collaring at Onion Portage, animal collections
for disease and body condition assessment, range-wide radio telemetry surveys and
harvest assessment surveys. A review of this work is provided more in-depth in a separate
report.



Our Education Associate for Region 5 based at Kotzebue is assigned to assist with WACH
caribou wildlife education efforts. These include school visits, preparation of the Working
Group newsletter and coordinating high school student participation at the Onion Portage
collaring effort.



A significant activity of our staff is providing comments to DOT, BLM and other agencies
regarding the potential impacts that road and development projects may have on caribou
movements and distribution.



The next Arctic/Western area Board of Game meeting which will address changes in state
hunting regulations will occur during January 10-13, 2014 at Kotzebue. There is one
proposal addressing caribou antler sale in GMU 23 which will be considered at this
meeting.



ADFG currently allocates $30,000 to assist with funding the Working Group in addition to
providing some administrative staff support.
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BLM has renewed their grant to ADFG for $13,000 to assist with meeting costs and travel
for Working Group members for the next several meetings.



ADFG successfully arranged for awarding a contract to Jan Caulfield Consulting to function
as a Project Manager for the Working Group last year, and we are in the second year of that
contract.
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Commercial Use Authorizations (CUA’s) for Commercial Transporter Visitor Services for the
Noatak National Preserve
The National Park Service has issued Commercial Use Authorizations (CUA’s) for Commercial
Transporter Visitor Services for the Noatak National Preserve (NOAT) since the Preserve’s establishment
in 1980. Much of the transporter service occurs during caribou season.
The far western portion of NOAT (i.e., west of the Kugururok River & Maiyumerak Mountains) receives
a substantial amount of hunting use due to its proximity to Kotzebue.

A number of sources over the past

twenty years cite concerns that competition exists between non-federally qualified hunters and
subsistence hunters for specific groups of caribou. For example, village representatives consistently state
that activities associated with transporter visitor services (i.e. aircraft overflights, hunting, camping along
migration corridors) actually alter local migration patterns or behavior, interfering with or even
precluding subsistence hunting opportunities in those local areas.
In previous years, Commercial Transporter Visitor Services CUA’s issued by Western Arctic National
Parklands included a generic stipulation stating that transporters will seek to ‘minimize potential conflicts
with traditional subsistence hunters’. However, no specific guidance was provided.
In 2008/09 the NPS issued a moratorium on new transporters for 2008-09 (8 CUA’s were issued for this
period). The NPS issued a competitive solicitation for this service for 2010-11 (5 companies applied and
all 5 were issued CUA’s). The CUA holders were authorized to transport a cumulative total of 357
clients into NOAT each year. The 2010-11 CUA’s also included a stipulation that transporters avoid
conflicts with subsistence hunters but generally did not restrict where or when the 357 hunters could be
dropped-off or picked-up.
The 2010-11 system unduly restricted transporters and did not adequately address the stipulation to
minimize the potential for conflicts with traditional subsistence users. The 2010/2011 CUA’s expired on
12/31/2011. The proposed action will renew the CUA’s for 2012-13.
The NPS will implement the following changes for the 2012-13 CUA’s:
o

The limits on the number of transporters and clients will be eliminated.

o

Commercial Transporter Visitor Services CUA holders will be authorized to transport
non-federally qualified caribou hunters into the area west of the Kugururok River and
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Maiyumerak Mountains after September 15th unless authorized by the Superintendent to
provide services before September 15th.
o

The Superintendent will consult with Commercial Transporter Visitor Services CUA
holders, local villages and other agencies on a regular basis beginning on August 15 of
each year to discuss the status of the caribou migration across the Noatak National
Preserve.

o

The State of Alaska Noatak Controlled Use Area is not affected by these conditions (see
map). Holders of Commercial Transporter Visitor Service CUA’s will are authorized to
transport non-federally qualified caribou hunters east of the Kugururok River and
Maiyumerak Mountains throughout the hunting season, without a restriction on dates or
numbers of clients.

o

Pilots of private aircraft are not affected by these conditions.

o

Commercial Transporter Visitor Services for Dall Sheep and Moose sport hunters are not
affected by the September 15 provision.

The CUA’s will continue to include stipulations for transporter operations to protect wilderness values,
visitor experience, and biological and cultural resources. The CUA stipulations will be reviewed by the
Superintendent and revised as appropriate at the end of every year.
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BLM Report to the western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group
Winter 2013

Planning (CYFO contact Shelly Jacobson: 474-2356;ArFO contact Roger Sayer: 474-2312; AFO
contact Alan Bittner: 267 -1246)

o
t

AFO is working on a plan to change the office boundades with the BLM CYFO. The BLM AFO
will likely have a more active role with the WACH WG in the near f'uture.

z The Record of Decision for the NPRA Integrated Activity Plan/Environmental Impact Statement
.iIS) was signed by the Secretary of the Interior on Feb. 2l,2Ol3.In terms of land-use
allocations and mitigations for oil and gas leases and for permitted activities, the decision is
identical to the EIS's Preferred Alternative presented to the working group by Dave yokel during
the December,2Ol2, meeting. For that reason, no additional presentation will be made during thJ
2013 meeting.

o

3LM is in the final stages of the Nulato Hills, Kotzebue Lowlands and Seward peninsula Rapid
Ecological Assessment (REA). A new REA has begun which will assess the Yukon River
Lowlands, Kuskokwim Mountains and Lime Hills. The purpose of these REAs is to help BLM
managers and public land stakeholders understand environmental conditions and trends from a
broader landscape perspective, and to use this information to inform, focus, and coordinate
management efforts on-the-ground. Gaps in ecological information for these areas will be
identified during the REA process. The project has been contracted by the BLM to the UAA
Natural Heritage Program.

o

BLM has started development of a new resource management plan for the Central yukon
Planning Area. This plan will provide for future management of approximately 16 million acres
of BlM-managed public lands in central and northern Alaska. These lands inilude the Dalton

,

Highway Corridor and lands in the central Yukon River watershed. Currently we are holding
scoping meetings in communities within the planning area. We are asking for input into how the
area is currently used and how it should be managed in the future. The format puUtlc scoping
period ends January l7 ,2014. The planning process will take approximately four more years.
There will be additional opportunities for public input as the plan progresses. (Contact: Jeanie
Cole: 47 4-2340 or i0-5cole@ bhn. gov)

Reindeer Grazing (AFO contact Laurie Thorpe: 267-1205)

r

BLM AFO is working under assistance agreement with UAF Reindeer Research program to
install range exclosure structures in the active gtazing ranges of the Seward peninsula. There are
24 exclosures on State and BLM land. Mike Duffy, botanist with AKNHp, assisted with
vegetation baseline data collection2013. An MOU amongst stakeholders (Nov 2013) identifies
roles and responsibilities for operations and maintenance.

o

AFO, UAF and NRCS developed a unified monitoring protocol to assess rangeland health for
land managing agencies, this is being used at the new grazingexclosures and will provide useful
information to reindeer herders for both short and long term range management needs. The data
will also be valuable in assessing climate change dynamics on the tundra vegetation. parties
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interested in data from these exclosures are encouraged to contribute funding and/or forward
grant opportunities to Greg Finstad (UAF Reindeer Research Program), Tom Gray (Kawerak
Reindeer Herders Association) or I,aurie Thorpe (Anchorage Field Office) to assist with data
collection and exclosure maintenance.

o

AFO is working with the University and reindeer herders to generate grazing management plans
for the active reindeer ranges. These plans are currently under development as part of the High
Latitude Range Management Curriculum at UAF. The first plan expected to be completed is for
the Davis range.

Wildlife (CYFO contact Jennifer McMillan: 474-2308 or Erin Julianus: 474-2358; ArFO contact Dave
Yokel: 474-2314; AFO contact Merben Cebrian: 267-1267)

o

The BLM continues to contribute to the monitoring of collared caribou in the Western Arctic

Caribou Herd in cooperation with ADF&G, NPS, and USFWS.

o

Biologists contribute to the annual collaring effort at Onion Portage. This year, Central Yukon
FO's newly hired wildlife biologist, Erin Julianus, assisted in the collaring effort.

o

The most recent round of Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH) winter habitat monitoring has
been completed as of this July 2013; habitat monitoring

will occur again in -5 years. Data

archiving, analysis and reporting will be forthcoming.

r

The BLM is working toward completing a WACH Caribou Habitat Management Plan. Scoping
was conducted in winter of 2073.

.

We continue to partner in the GMU 23 Working Group. The group has decided to stay togerhcr
for a couple of more years until the federal agencies complete their planning efforts and the group
has time to review the effectiveness of education, LE and regulatory measures put into place to
reduce the user conflict issues.

Fire (CYFO contact Skip Theise n: 414-2332)

o

See handout on

o

See handout on historical

fire perimeters within the WACH range.
fire retardant use.

Recreation (CYFO contact Kelly Egger:474-2242,ARFO contact Donira Wiion: 474-230lnr NFQ
contact Jeff Kowalc zyk: 267 -1459).
. The CYFO implernented a clelayecl start date for commercial olxrators takin'g liuntels rrto BLMmanaged lands in the Squirrel River drainage this year. Because the caribou migrated late,
there r.vas no opportunity to evaiuate whother it helped reduce impacts to migration or conflicts
ir ith subsirtcnce actir itics.

Mining (CYFO contact Darrel Vandeweg: 414-2325)

e

There is renewed interest in Klery Creek for mining at an existing placer mine. No mining has
started.
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Realty (CYFO contact Robin Walthour 474-2304, AFO contact Dave Mushovic 267-1252)
We have received an application from GCVUnicom as they propose to erect six (6) new towers
connecting from their existing projects. This phase would connect towers from Kotzebue and
move southeast through Ruby, Galena, Hughes to its final destination in Nenana. The work is
schedule to begin summer 2014.

A proposed project with the State of Alaska, Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
for a road from Kotzebue to Cape Blossom is in the environmental assessment phase. The road
would support the siting of a landing for ocean vessel traffic.
Wilderness (CYFO contact Lisa Shon Jodwalis: 474-2329)

All BLM offices

are required to conduct an inventory

of

Lands with Wilderness Characteristics

(LWC). Most CYFO lands inventoried so far (11,781,000 acres) have been identified as having
wilderness characteristics. The inventory does not change current management practices. Under a
new plan, changes could be considered. Impacts on wilderness characteristics must be considered
in any NEPA actions.
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ENTIRE RANGE

In 2013, nineteen fires burned 59,400 acres in the entire
range of the Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH).
This constitutes 0.06% of the total range, which is
rower than the long term average of 1.85% burned
/er year. The average fire size was 3,124 acres.
2013 ranks 27th in terms of most acres burned in
the total range in ayear.
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WINTER RANGE
14,436 acres in the winter
range of the Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH).

In2013, four fires burned

This constitutes 0.08% of the winter range, which is
lower than the long term average of 2.50yo burned
per year. The average fire size was 3,609 acres.
2013 ranks 20th in terms of most acres burned in
the winter range in a year.
2013 Fires
!:S;'iS:

$.J Historical Fire Perimeters (1950-2012)

";.+=WACH Winter Range

Western Arctic Caribou Herd (WACH) Entire Range

information depicted on this
should be used for graphrc
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife: Selawik National Wildlife Refuge
Agency Report to the Western Arctic Caribou Herd Working Group
2013

Refuge Personnel Changes:
•

•

After many years working in the northwest region and being an advocate for the Western Arctic
Caribou Herd Working Group, Refuge Manager Lee Anne Ayres has retired. Shawn Bayless has
accepted the position as the new Selawik Refuge Manager. Deputy Refuge Manager Tina Moran
will be serving as Acting Refuge Manager until Mr. Bayless transfers full time to the Selawik
NWR sometime this winter.
Refuge biologists Brandon Saito and Anne Orlando have also moved on and the two biologist
positions are currently vacant. The refuge has started the process to fill one of the positions.

Refuge Planning Efforts: After revising the refuge’s Comprehensive Conservation Plan in 2011, staff
spent 2013 implementing its major recommendations such as:
•

•
•

Established an office in the Native Village of Selawik’s Council building where our Refuge
Information Technician, Nichole Hanshaw can work closely with tribal staff on youth and
environmental programs
Continuing to work on a Traditional/Historical Access Study which will document historic use of
motorized vehicles within the refuge
Supporting projects that will help our region understand how climate change may affect
important subsistence resources.

Refuge Activities and Projects related to Caribou:







Monitoring snow conditions on the herd’s winter range
Assisting ADF&G with the Working Group’s Web Page and newsletter
Updating a database to record Working Group member’s comments on the status of the herd
Assisting ADF&G with Onion Portage caribou collaring
Providing 20K in funding for the annual meeting
Representing the Working Group’s priority projects at Western Alaska Landscape Conservation
Cooperative Steering Committee meetings.
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Presentations and handouts distributed at the December 4-5, 2013 Working Group meeting
Paper - Joly, K., 2012. Caribou Vital Sign Annual Report for the Arctic Network Inventory
and Monitoring Program, September 2012-August 2013. Natural Resources Data Series
NPS/ARCN/NRDS-2013/586
Kawerak Reindeer Herders Association Resolution No. 2013-01 (presented by Working Group
member Tom Gray)
PowerPoint presentation – Caribou Harvest Assessment Program: 2013 (Nikki Braem, ADF&G
Subsistence Division)
PowerPoint presentation – Ambler Mining District Industrial Access Road:
Environmental and Economic Analysis and Permit Status (Jeff Rasic, Gates of the Arctic
National Park and Preserve)
PowerPoint presentation – Ambler Access Project (Gary Foreman, BLM)
PowerPoint presentation – City of Anaktuvuk Pass Special Meeting
Letter from Esther Hugo to WG, regarding The Road to Umiat (12/3/13)

Handout distributed at the December 3, 2013 Technical Committee meeting
US Fish & Wildlife Service, Northwest Boreal Landscape Conservation Cooperative
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